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Tuit ion Seen Rising 
Peterson Prophesizes Progressing Payments 
Cowl Photo by Isa Tal' 
Id spite of the use of this check-
point system in the l ibrary, several 
hundred books are missing each 
year. To solve the problem, the 
Library is instituting an amnesty 
period. 
By R. M . Avakian 
In a repeat performance of last 
year, Father Thomas R Peterson, 
president of Providence College, 
wil l announce the amount of next 
year's tuition increase before the 
Easter vacation. 
Father Peterson noted, " E v e n if 
we raise tuition $300. which we wi l l 
not, our tuition wil l sti l l be the 
lowest of any comparable in-
s t i tu t ion (i.e., F a i r f i e l d , Holy 
Cross,Seton Hal l , and Fordham) . " 
The president believed Fr iday the 
increment would be in the neigh-
borhood of $200. 
The 1976-77 academic year wil l 
be the fifth consecutive year a 
tuition increase has been imposed 
on P C students In 1972-73, there 
was a $35 tuition increase; in 1973-
74, tuition was upped $100; in 1974-
75, tuition was raised $95 and room 
and board was increased $150; in 
1975-76, tuition was raised $186, and 
room and board was increased 
$100. 
Las t year , the facu l ty was 
granted a seven per cent salary 
hike The year before last, faculty 
salaries were augmented by 10 per 
cent This year, Father Matthew 
Morry, chairman of the faculty 
welfare committee of the Faculty 
Senate, has appealed for a 15 per 
cent raise. According to Father 
Pe te rson , the facu l ty w i l l be 
awarded a 10 per cent salary in-
crement for next year. 
When F a t h e r Pe te rson took 
office five years ago, the College 
had an accumulated deficit of 
$800,000. Although the deficit had 
been reduced to $200,000 last year, 
the president said P C was not able 
to further reduce the deficit this 
year because of expenses. 
Father Peterson maintained that 
student tuition in no ways pays for 
a l l of the undergraduate college's 
maintenance: aside from federal 
grants, the College writes off three-
Book War Over: 
Library Offers Amnesty 
By Joan Healey 
The l ibrary wi l l institute an 
amnesty program from Apr i l 12-14 
in an effort to alleviate the 
perennia l p rob l em of m i s s i n g 
books. D u r i n g the p r o g r a m , 
students who return overdue books 
wil l not be fined 
Joseph Doherty. director of the 
l ibrary feels that the problem of 
overdue books is becoming ex-
t reme ly se r i ous . " T h e r e are 
thousands of books that have been 
out for months. It deprives other 
students the use of the l ibrary 
resources An individual brought in 
a book the other day that has been 
missing from the l ibrary since 
1974. There really isn't any need 
for it. If a person needs an ex-
tended loan on the book, they just 
have to ca l l us, and the date wi l l be 
renewed," Doherty assured. 
The l ibrary does not impose stiff 
fines on offenders, said Doherty, 
because it realizes that some 
students are forgetful. However, 
the l ibrary places trust in the 
students returning books prompt-
ly 
Books that are missing for iong 
periods of t ime are usually re-
ordered. For every book that is re-
ordered, a three dollar charge is 
attached by the publishing f i rm. 
Add this three dollar charge to 
thousands of books, and the result 
is a very expensive cost. This cost 
does not include the price of the 
book. 
Doherty stated that in the past, 
during other amnesty periods, 
most of the books were returned. 
The same result is hopefully an-
ticipated for this year. Students 
may drop books off at the front 
desk, or in the book depository 
section inside the front entrance to 
the l ibrary. 
quarters of a mil l ion dollars from 
its budget. 
The pres ident c i t ed as an 
example of expansion the work 
study programs, and the School of 
Cont inu ing E d u c a t i o n . The 
business department wil l add two 
faculty members, who wi l l teach at 
the graduate and undergraduate 
levels. 
Father Peterson also forecasted 
an increase of at least $117,000 in 
scholarship aid over last year. 
A budget panel was established 
this year to delete non-essential 
items from the budget. The panel 
includes Terrie Curran, Mar io 
DiNunzio, Father Peterson, Father 
Robert Morr is , Dr. Paul van K. 
Thomson , Joseph By ron and 
jun io r , John Hou l ihan . The 
president related that the Com-
mittee on Administration fulfilled 
this function last year. However, it 
was contended that a smaller 
group would be more efficient. 
Father Peterson affirmed that 
the College's goal is to bring about 
a balance between commitments 
and to continue to offer programs 
providing a qualified faculty and 
achieving excellence. 
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Bob Gorman, a resident of 
Stephen Ha l l , was appointed to the 
vice-presidency of the Resident 
B o a r d this month by Board 
President Fred Mason. Gorman 
won the post when a scheduled re-
election for the post drew no 
contenders. Gorman had opposed 
J i m Drtnan for the post in 
February and lost, but it was later 
de te rmined that D r i n a n was 
ineligible for the post. 
W D O M Marathoner 
Lasts 76 Hours 
Promoter Believes Concert-Planning 
With Middle Agent Best for P C 
By Kathryn DelSignore 
As the time for Spring Week is 
fast approaching the P C campus, 
once again plans for a concert are 
underway . A v a i l a b i l i t y of the 
artist, dates, and where the per-
former chooses to begin his tour 
are among the problems involved 
in booking a concert. 
According to Ned Banzini , one of 
the Banzini Brothers, a promoting 
agent, the obtaining of a concert is 
a complicated procedure which 
involves bidding for a performer. 
"It 's just l ike an auct ion, " he said. 
Banzini explained that he acts in 
two capacities; as a promoter and 
as an outside agent. The agent sells 
acts and puts tours together and 
the promoter buys acts. " I t 's 
possible for a college to deal with a 
New York agent directly but it is 
expensive. Sometimes the New 
Y o r k agent pre fers to work 
through a middle agent to insure 
things are done properly . " When a 
middle agent is involved, he is able 
to obtain a lower price for the 
school 
Work ing in the promot ing 
capacity, Banzini explained, " the 
promoter is the individual who 
financially backs the production 
and arranges for the rental of the 
h a l l , p r i n t i n g t i cke ts , posters, 
radio and TV advertising, making 
sure the sound and lights are 
handled correctly and the in-
surance bought." When a school 
buys an act directly, they are in-
vo lved in a l l the promot ing 
aspects. 
Banzini feels that there are 
advantages a l l around, however, 
when a school does not work 
directly with a New York agent, 
but uses an agency to promote a 
show and act as middleman to the 
New York agent. 
F i rs t ly , they can save the school 
money, because they have 
bargaining power with the par-
ticular band. It is advantageous to 
the promoter because he needs a 
hal l , and the college facilities are 
See P C Page 12 
By Frank Fortin 
" . . .And most of a l l , I'd l ike to 
thank Greg Varian for talking me 
into th is . " 
The strained voice of R ick 
Ho l l ywood (a .k .a . K e v i n 
Ferguson) echoed through the 
studios of W D O M - F M Monday 
afternoon. After 76 consecutive 
hours of grueling air time, Rick 
was ready to ca l l it a day — or 
rather, ca l l a weekend. 
Ferguson started broadcasting 
at 10 a.m. on Fr iday, Apr i l 3, after 
about a month of planning by the 
station's board of directors. 
By Monday morning, he was, as 
the t e rm goes, wasted, both 
mentally and physically. "It was 
really hard to fall asleep after a 
time like that," he said. "Ev e r y 
time I looked at the program log it 
was a l l b lur red . " 
\ 
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"Wake up, R i c k ! " : R ick Hollywood uses one of many techniques to stay alive during his D J Marathon held 
at WDOM over the weekend. 
" A lot of us hallucinated from 
natural causes — fatigue," Var ian 
quickly added. "We took two walks 
Sunday morning just to see if there 
was st i l l a sun . " 
WTEV-TV ' s news department 
arrived at the station Sunday af-
ternoon to sad i s t i ca l l y watch 
Ferguson waste away. 
" R i c k Hollywood was not cool, 
then," said the marathoner. "They 
wanted me to put in a cart, and I 
did it too quick. So they wanted me 
to do it again. A l l this time, the 
record was off, and there was 
nothing on the a i r . " 
Ferguson said the highest point 
of the marathon was Saturday 
night, during the 24 to 30-hour 
stretch. "Saturday night was the 
best, until about four o'clock, when 
it wasn't too much fun. Most of my 
friends had dropped down. It was 
my own party . " 
The marathon was held to raise 
money for the social welfare 
organizations on campus. A total of 
$360 was raised. About one-half wil l 
be sent to the B ig Brothers and 
Sisters, and one quarter each wi l l 
be delivered to the Circle K and 
Council for Exceptional Children. 
These organ iza t ions were to 
receive their donations today. 
"There are a lot of strange 
requests, l ike people cal l ing in at 
the same time every night and 
asking for the same song," said 
Ferguson, "but the people who 
called up were listeners with good 
taste. But I put on the best music 
when I thought there were the most 
l isteners." 
What about the major concern of 
the entire marathon, sleep? 
"When I closed my eyes Monday, 
I saw all sorts of funny things," he 
said. " B u t I really don't think you 
can catch up in one or two days. " 
Ferguson is reported to have left 
the station under his own power 
when the marathon ended i 
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Obituaries 
Stephen Proulx 
Class of '76 
Steve Proulx 's 15-month bout with cancer ended Thursday night, 
A p r i l 1. It was a courageous fight that transcended description or 
comment. He died peacefully. Yet, what the Providence College 
community wi l l always remember is how he l ived. 
Prou lx came to P C from Water town. Mass . v ia the en-
couragement of Sister Florentia It was an important decision in 
Steve's life. 
As a biology major, he worked hard, never losing his constant 
impish smile and clowning ways. 
Sophomore year, Steve expressed his growing concern for the 
college community while serving as representative on Student 
Congress. After switching his major to business, Prou lx was able to 
become more involved in various activities. 
Steve's junior year was a very busy and very memorable time. 
He was an R A for the second floor of Meagher and served as a 
representative again on Student Congress. 
That Chr istmas, Steve learned about his il lness. He made a 
decision to have his leg amputated in order to hopefully arrest the 
cancer and return to P C as soon as possible. He returned in 
February and resumed his job as an R A in Raymond. 
In January , Steve was elected president of the senior class. Thus, 
he began to take on the arduous task of rais ing monies for the class 
and planning commencement. Last spring, Steve was named to the 
Committee on Administrat ion, the advisory group to the president. 
He also worked on the Budget committee providing student input 
into the College's money decisions. Working many hours, Steve 
helped minimize the student's tuition but maximize their return. 
Dur ing his senior year, Prou lx worked as an R A in McDermott . 
He handled the "Commencement Controversy" with calmness and 
equity. Up unti l last week he was working on the Budget Committee 
and graduation plans. 
Dai ly , Prou lx quietly set an example for the rest of the College. 
No one ever heard h im complain despite the painful chemotherapy 
treatments. Steve approached every day with a f i rm belief in not 
wasting his talents or feelings. Last week, Steve became engaged 
to LouAnn DeBaire, a nursing student from Watertown. The 
Saturday before he died he took his graduate record exams. Father 
Re id stated at Proulx 's memor ia l mass that Steve possessed a 
great deal of faith and a conviction in the beauty of every present 
moment. This enabled him to maintain a courageous and cheerful 
attitude each day and approach the death he knew was coming, 
with peace and dignity. 
" In his f inal days, Steve did just about everything he wanted to , " 
said his father. "Graduat ion was the only thing he didn't get to." 
M r . Prou lx expressed a deep gratitude to the people at Providence 
College for a l l they have been to Stephen. 
Batt l ing against cancer, Steve received a great deal of support 
from his family, friends, fiancee and faith. The names and deeds 
are too numerous to mention. Let it suffice to say that Prou lx l ived 
and loved. He touched everyone he encountered in a very special 
way, and they have been enriched from knowing h im. 
Dennis Mahoney 
Class of '77 
Dennis Mahoney, a Providence College junior, was found dead 
with a gunshot wound in the head behind his home in Coventry, 
R.I., last F r iday morning. He was 23 years old. 
The acting police chief of Coventry said that he does not 
suspect foul play in the shooting. Mahoney was reported missing 
early F r iday morning, and was found after a police search. 
An autopsy was to have been performed this week. The acting 
police chief said that the department wi l l make no f inal statement 
on the incident until he has received the medical examiner 's report. 
Leiter on U d a l l Comm. 
By Jack Lenox 
Dav id Leiter, a senior polit ical 
sc i ence -economics ma jo r , has 
recently been named to the Morr i s 
Udal l Steering Committee for the 
State of Rhode Island. 
L e i t e r , a res ident of West 
Warwick, has also announced his 
intention to run as a delegate to the 
Democratic National Convention 
to be held in New York this Ju ly . 
Leiter 's name wi l l most l ikely 
appear on the ballot under Udal l in 
the June 1 Rhode Island P r imary . 
Actively involved in heading up 
Mo Udal l ' s organization in Rhode 
Island, Leiter along with the help 
of a number of workers, has 
compiled a list of over 60 in-
te res ted U d a l l suppor ters on 
campus Leiter also accompanied 
nine students to New York this past 
weekend to work for Uda l l in 
yesterday's pr imary . 
Chr i s t ophe r B o y l e and D a n 
Cacchiott i , residents of Rhode 
Island, are also candidates for 
delegates to the convention. 
Leiter, a member of the College 
Democrats, is working to get Uda l l 
to speak to the student group some 
time before the end of the year. In 
the meantime, he expects to get a 
Udal l representative here to speak. 
Anyone at a l l interested in the 
Morr i s Uda l l campaign is asked to 









By John O'Hare 
The Russian Women's team 
w i l l t rave j to P r o v i d e n c e 
College to J jay the Lady 
F r i a r s on Tuesday, Apr i l 13th, 
Athletic Director Dave Gavitt 
a n n o u n c e d y e s t e r d a y . 
P r o v i d e n c e w i l l be the 
Russian's first stop on their 
two team US tour. Memphis 
State is their second opponent. 
The game starts at 7:00 and 
is followed at 8:30 by the P C 
Senior-Faculty game Tickets 
are one dollar for children and 
students, plus two dollars for 
everyone else 
Huxley, Eaton Intersection 
Lack ing Traff ic Light 
By Ce l ia Kettle 
Because of the large number of 
traffic accidents that have oc-
c u r r e d at the in t e r s ec t i on of 
Huxley Avenue and Eaton Street, 
the administrat ion of Providence 
College has been trying for the past 
several years to get a traffic light 
installed there. About two years 
ago, the light was approved for 
federal funding, but because of the 
lack of available funds at the 
present time, its installation is 
being delayed. 
"The State of Rhode Island in 
coopera t ion w i t h the C i t y of 
Providence, plans to instal l a 
traffic light at the intersection of 
Huxley Avenue and Eaton Street. 
The College has been seeking in-
stallation of the light for several 
years , " stated Joseph L. Byron, 
vice president for business affairs. 
The last information Byron had 
concerning the project was that it 
was currently being designed by 
the Traffic Engineers Office of the 
City of Providence. Byron stated 
he hopes to see the traffic light 
installed within the next three 
months. 
The main reason for the delay, 
according to Byron, is the lack of 
available funds in the city. " The 
City also works on a pr ior i ty basis. 
There are other areas of the city 
they have to be concerned w i th , " 
said Byron . 
Several years ago, the College 
lowered the wa l l along the in-
tersection, on their side of the 
campus. The Ci ty of Providence 
also lowered the wa l l along the 
Chapin property. This was done to 
improve vision for dr ivers at this 
intersection. Byron feels that the 
installation of the traffic light is 
badly needed to insure safety at 
this intersection. 
The College is also considering 
the installation of some type of 
traffic control light at the Huxley 
Avenue gate entrance between the 
Chapin property and the main 
campus. This is needed because of 
the large amount of pedestrian 
traffic at that area. Mr . Byron 
stated it would probably be in-
stalled at the College's own ex-
pense. 
Group Reports Cow l 
Cou ld Be Independent 
By F r a n k For t in 
The independence committee of 
The Cowl last week presented to 
George Lennon, the paper's editor, 
and to College administrators its 
proposals and suggestions in the 
event that the newspaper should 
decide to split from Providence 
College. 
In the major portion of the 
report, the committee suited " i t is 
quite possible to f inancial ly sup-
port an independent newspaper. 
Although the newspaper would not 
Class of '78, Circ le K , 
Democrats A l l Busy 
'78 R ing R ing 
Orders w i l l be taken A p r i l 27-29 
for the Class of 1978 in the lower 
l e ve l of S l a v i n Cen te r . A l l 
sophomores planning to purchase a 
school ring must submit a 20-dollar 
deposit at this t ime. 
R ings w i l l be d i s t r i b u t e d 
November 13, 1976, at the Junior 
R i n g Weekend. F o r fu r the r 
questions, contact EUen Doherty 
(Tel. 3486), Donna Formiche l la 
(Tel. 3422), John Harmon (Tel. 
3718), or Pau l Bertsch (Tel. 3247). 
C i rc l e K Elects Officers 
The C i rc le K Club of Providence 
College recently elected officers 
for the 1976-1977 year. They are 
Ma ry Ann Kolakowski , president; 
Lorna Kenney, vice president; 
F r e d Mason, treasurer; and M a r i a 
Kaba la , secretary. 
Circ le K also entertained young 
patients at Rhode Island Hospital 
recently, as part of a project for 
the Circ le K International, cal led 
Impact on Li fe. 
See P C Page 15 
init ia l ly entail the size and scale of 
operation as the current paper, it is 
feasible to produce as many issues 
as The Cowl presently p r in ts . " 
The report was prepared by 
Stephen Si lvestr i , Michae la Shea 
and F rank For t in of The Cowl and 
M a r y a n n e Dohe r t y , f o rmer 
secretary of Student Congress. 
The committee was organized in 
January , at the request of E d w a r d 
C imin i , then editor-in-chief of The 
Cowl. He asked the committee to 
cons ider the f e a s i b i l i t y of 
becoming a newspaper in -
dependent of College funds. 
The c ommi t t e e , however , 
changed the focus of its work when 
" i t came to light recently that The 
Cowl might be forced, due to ad-
ministrat ive action on the Student 
B i l l of Rights, to split f rom the 
College," according to the report. 
The committee instead decided 
to choose the most f eas ib l e 
alternative to College funding, and 
opted to allow future editorial 
boards determine the feasibil ity of 
becoming independent per se. 
The financial solution proposed 
by the committee involved the 
establishment of a corporation of 
less than 10 persons to "elect a 
partnership-type taxat ion." 
See I N D E P E N D E N C E Page 15 
Phillips Memorial Library 
Bicentennial Special! 
3 A M N E S T Y DAYS 
Monday — A p r i l 12 
Tuesday — A p r i l 13 
Wednesday — A p r i l 14 
Fines on Al l Overdue Books 
Returned on These Days 
Will Be Excused 
i V o Questions Asked 
Take Advantage of Th i s U n i q u e Opportuni ty 
To Expunge Y o u r G u i l t Feelings, Ease Y o u r Conscience 
and D o A Rea l Favor to Y o u r Fe l l ow Students A t 
Abso lute ly N o Cost To Y o u ! 
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Corporation Election Continues Tomorrow 
by Richard Ralcliffe 
The election for a junior member 
of the Corporation wi l l take place 
on Apr i l 8 and 9. There are six 
sophomores running and the entire 
student body is eligible to vote. 
Every student is urged to vote in 
th is impor tan t e l ec t ion . The 
students seeking the office are 
M a r k Greenburg, Steve Mi l l e r , 
Patr ice Carbonneau, L i sa Drago, 
Ca ro l e Donahue , and K e i t h 
Durante. 
Mark Greenburg is a polit ical 
sc i ence ma jo r f r om Orange , 
Connecticut. His activities include 
being president of P C Democrats, 
president of College Democrats of 
R.I., a member of the steering 
committee of the New England 
Democrats, and working in the 
L ibrary . He resigned from the 
facts . " R e c e n t l y I r ead the 
Providence College Magazine, a 
pub l i ca t i on intended for the 
alumni . I was appalled to see that 
an educa t i ona l ins t i tu t i on in 
publishing a magazine doesn't 
have education as its theme." 
Another important matter, he 
feels, is the development of an 
adequate P r o v i d ence Col lege 
printing press. Greenburg feels, 
"Th is school is a fine l iberal arts 
college with many distinguished 
professors. If the faculty members 
were required to attempt to print 
once a year, these professors 
would become associated with P C 
in the outside world. Graduate 
Schools would begin to recognize 
the excellent quality of the P C 
faculty . " 
Greenburg feels that being a 
member of the Student Congress 
Carole Donahue, candidate for 
junior member of the Corporation. 
sophomore ring committee for his 
bid for the Corporation office. 
Greenburg feels the most im-
portant issue he would deal with if 
elected would be "Providence 
College, in expanding, is neglect-
ing itself as an academic in-
stitution. In the outside world, 
graduate schools and the business 
world, P C is associated with sports 
and not academics. " 
Greenburg stated that this was 
not just an opinion, but based on 
Lisa Drago, candidate for junior 
member of the Corporation. 
wil l give him a good insight into the 
student's needs and wants. He 
would take his own view and the 
student's view, and decide what is 
best for the students. He also feels 
that his best qualification for the 
job is his knowledge of a wide 
range of people, from the lowest to 
the highest , and pres iden t ia l 
candidates such as J i m m y Carter 
and Mo Udal l . 
L i sa Drago is a special education 
major from Salem, Connecticut. 
a « . i i a w « P A L S So says the VA... by 
M O R R I E T U R N E R 
VETERANS OF WORLC? 
WAKE,THE KOREAN CON-
FLICT, POST KOREAN 
ANP THE VIETNAM 
ERA ARE GENERALLY 
ELIGIBLE FOR. 




Contact the nearest VA office (check your 
phone book) or write: Veterans Administration 
771A1; 810 Vt. Ave N W , Wash., DC. 20420 . 
Patr ice Carbonneau, candidate 
for junior member of the Cor-
poration. 
She is a member of C .E .C . (Council 
for Exceptional Children) and a 
member of Ph i Sigma Tau. 
Drago sees the Corporation as 
making the major decisions, for 
examp l e the budget, mann ing 
buildings and buying and selling 
property. If elected to the position 
her main goals would be "to get 
more student representation on the 
Corporation. I feel that it is the 
student who is spending four years 
here and they should have more 
say i n the po l i c y -mak ing 
decisions." 
She said she would do what is 
best for the students and the 
College as a whole. Citing no past 
polit ical experience, Drago said 
"Th i s is an apolit ical type of job. 
This job is such an important job 
that you have to do what you feel is 
receiving student opinion. I am in 
tune to what students want and 
involved in what most students are 
involved i n . " 
Mi l l e r said that if elected he 
plans to emulate Patty Davis in her 
attitude toward her post. He plans 
to at tend every Corpora t i on 
meeting well-informed to voice 
student opinion. , 
Mi l l er said he is against ex-
pansion: " I f P C is going to grow 
they must do so grudgingly. I want 
to help the one-to-one kind of 
car ing among students, faculty, 
and administration. P C is a smal l 
school with a big name and it 
should r e m a i n that way. If 
someone is aga inst the P C 
tradition they don't belong here, 
because the traditions are great 
and I think the majority of the 
students feel this wav . " 
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Steve M i l l e r , . cand idate for 
junior member of the Corporation. 
right and not listen to any specific 
interest group." 
Steve Mi l l e r is an Engl ish major 
from Plainview, New York. He is a 
member of Ph i Sigma Tau, vice-
president of McDermott Ha l l , a 
participant in intramurals and one 
of four managers of the Slavin 
Center. 
Mi l l e r feels he is a natural for the 
Corporation position because " I 
know a lot of people and am always 
Keith Durante is a biology major 
from Babylon, New York. He feels 
that he is qualified for the office 
because " I have the capability to . 
listen to student views and also 
have a rapport with adults to get 
the student's views across. Host of 
the present members are con-
servative and they shy away from 
change. If elected I hope to sway 
them towards change." 
Durante feels PC has a lot going 
for it compared with other schools. 
He feels that even though last year 
there was only an 18 per cent turn 
out to vote for the Corporation seat 
PC students are not apathetic. 
He feels that two or three 
meetings a year do not play a 
major part in the role of junior 
observer. If elected he said, " I w i l l 
be available to listen to student 
Keith Durante, candidate for 
junior member of the Corporation. 
Patr ice Carbonneau is a health 
administration major from West 
Hartford, Connecticut. She is a 
m e m b e r of the B O G concert 
committee, Health Service Club, 
intramural Softball, and last year 
she tutored for B ig Brothers and 
Sisters. 
She said her main objective as a 
Corporation member would be "to 
best benefit the school and in doing 
so making sure the student's voice 
is heard . " 
Carbonneau said that she is well-
qualified for the job because " I 
have the abil ity to capture the 
mood of the students and this wi l l 
be reinforced by my work on 
Student Congress. 
I also feel that there are a lot of 
avenues open for change simply 
because we have a representative 
on the Corporation. Students have 
to take the best advantage of their 
position and I feel I can accomplish 
it with enthusiasm and proper 
leadership." 
If elected, Carbonneau said, the 
Corpora t i on would take 
precedence over everything. She 
feels, "The Corporation is the most 
important governing body because 
their decisions have an effect on 
present students and future 
students." 
Mark Greenberg, candidate for 
junior member of the Corporation. 
problems and voice their opinions 
at the Corporation meetings. I 
realize the importance of this job 
and I am not the least bit ap-
prehensive to take i t . " 
She sa id , " I r ea l i z e the 
magnitude and responsibility of 
this position, and I am excited 
about the prospect of i t . " 
Carole Donahue is a sociology 
major from Clifton, New Jersey. 
She worked on the parents 
weekend committee and was the 
chairman of the freshman en-
tertainment committee last year. 
Donahue sa id that she is 
qualified for the job because " I am 
involved in student life on campus 
and can voice the opinions of the 
students. It is a key position that 
must be taken seriously and I plan 
to take it ser iously. " 
She said the focus of the job is 
two-fold. " I must let the students' 
views be known to the Corporation 
and also let the students know what 
goes on at the Corporat ion 
meetings." 
Donahue said, "Be ing a member 
of Congress I would become more 
aware of what is going on. If I 
found something important to do 
with the students, I would see that 
the senior member would bring it 
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Steve Showed Us 
Purpose, Courage, Love 
Last Thursday evening, Providence College 
lost a close friend Stephen Proulx. after a 
fifteen-month fight with cancer, died at the age 
of 22 
Many of us were shocked and sorrowed at the 
news of Steve's death. I think we all secretly 
watched and prayed that Steve would be well 
again someday Yet, that was not to be the case 
for Steve. 
In search of a justification for myself of our 
loss I turn to my faith, the same faith that Steve 
so often showed in his courage and love for us. 
In Old Testament times, God would deal with 
His people in a very personal way Often 
speaking through His prophets and emissaries, 
(to His servants), God would show His love and 
kindness. 
Today, we too have been blessed by God with 
a special person or emissary A person who 
shows us love, courage, and a purpose to life 
That person was Steve, a guy who knew where 
he was going and why 
In a simple and quiet way we all loved Steve 
I only hope that we each realize and maybe 
leam from Steve's courage that life is good and 
our personal love for each other is worth at-
taining. 
We thank God and Steve's family for letting 
us know him and through him, knowing where 
we are going and why. 
May Steve who spent his Lent here on earth 
with us, rise to spend his Easter with Our Risen 
Lord 
May God bless Steve 
George D. Lennon 
C l u b Lacks Transportat ion: 
College, Organizations 
Should Finance V a n 
The B ig Brothers and Sisters is an organization not frequently 
mentioned on the editorial page of The Cowl. Its activities for the most 
part are low-keyed In general, students "adopt " little brothers and 
sisters from the O'Rourke Children's Center at R IC. P C students can be 
seen with their juvenile companions at Schneider Arena, the Civ ic 
Center, and in Raymond 1 Ha l l throughout the school year 
For several years, the B ig Brothers and Sisters have been plagued by 
transportation problems Many of the B ig Brothers and Sisters do not own 
their own cars. RIC is far enough away from P C to make the trek between 
the two campuses an unpleasant one at night, especially during the 
winter or on inclement days 
The B ig Brothers and Sisters wants to purchase a van to solve this 
transportation problem The 108 member organization would be wil l ing 
to share the van with other service organizations who reach out to people 
beyond the PC campus: C E C , Circ le K and Fr iends of the E lder ly . 
Presently, the B ig Brothers and Sisters need to raise $3,000 before 
they wi l l be able to purchase the vehicle In recent weeks, several 
campus organizations have generously offered to donate money to this 
worthy cause. W D O M wi l l contribute a portion of the revenue from last 
weekend's D J marathon. Monetary gifts are also expected from the 
Campus Council and the Office of Community Affairs. 
It is the opinion of this editorial board that the College provide the 
remainder of the funds tu purchase this van It is also hoped that the other 
campus organizations wi l l be so wi l l ing as those mentioned to contribute 
for this worthy cause 
Center Li fts Female Awareness, 
But Should Not Forget 
The Male Population 
The establishment of the Providence College Women's Center this 
semester was a long-anticipated, much-debated occurrence. Now that the 
Center has been in existence for about one month, a few evaluations can 
be attempted 
Without a doubt, the Center was a boon to Providence College. Its mere 
existence stands as a defiant monument to the deadly apathy which 
l>ervades college campuses Apathy — towards anything — is 
detrimental to the student body's well-being The Center has attempted to 
onfront this apathy with their numerous programs and regular 
newsletter 
The argument can be made that women's rights and awareness need 
lo be stimulated here, part icularly since the College went co-educational 
•nly five years ago. and since women comprise a minority of the 
population on campus 
Such awareness seminars include weekly discussion groups, an 
Assertive Training Program, a self-defense seminar, and a mechanics 
workshop 
The Center also sponsors a senes of f i lms, with topics covering per-
tinent issues, such as women's athletic scholarships and sexual 
stereotyping 
This editorial board wishes to congratulate the Center for its attempts 
to raise female consciousness on campus, and encourages it to continue 
its effort to reach the silent majority of PC . 
However, we also feel it imperative to add a few words of caution to the 
directors of the Center We agree with the notion that education is the 
most powerful and important weapon now available to the group as 
implied by their heavy emphasis on such material ) , and agree with the 
focus of the first stages of the Center It is necessary to raise con-
sciousness within the female population before attempting anything 
more 
But they should, eventually, strive to contact both men and women at 
P C . The Center's goal. true demythologizing of sex roles, can only be fully 
achieved through the mutual cooperation of both men and women. 
Men are now invited to participate in the program, but the emphasis is 
st i l l decidedly directed to women Witness the mechanics workshop, 
which the Center describes in its latest newsletter in this manner: "for a l l 
women who want to know what makes a car run " The newsletter has also 
not been reaching a large proportion, if not a l l . of the male population on 
Segregation of this sort is self-defeating We would hate to see the 
Women's Center, a bold experiment on a <-»mr"« m need of a jolt, fall into 
disrepair and misguided objectives 
^nrc.— -
B I G B W J T H E J K 
s i s t e r s 
Cowl Lacks F lop Coverage; 
T ime to Stumble on Tumbles 
By P. J . Kearns 
" J don't know why if if we are In 
such a hurry to get up when we fall 
down, you might think we would 
lie there and rett a while." 
Max Eastman 
K 
In recent years the sports section 
of The Cowl has done a creditable 
job of covering the various athletic 
events at PC i except for women's 
ice hockey, of course However, 
there has been a complete lack of 
articles concerning an activity 
which is becoming increasingly 
popular As you've probably 
guessed by now. this past time is 
the intriguing sport of falling down 
Falling down, although once 
considered an activity restricted to 
a few eccentrics, is now beginning 
to grow by leaps and bounds Thus, 
it is no longer an uncommon sight 
at PC to see falling down fanatics, 
many of whom belong to the 
Falling League of Providence 
FLOP tripping over their own 
feet, diving down stairs, or 
sand tables In 
banded together to form falling 
down squads of between two and 
six persons who trip over each 
other in conformance to a preset 
and carefully choreographed 
pattern 
However, falling down is not 
merely a recent sporting ^ r e c e n t ^ ^ D o t i n g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
T H E P C O W L 
development In fact, it is widely 
known that the renowed Greek 
philosopher and mathematician. 
Thales of Miletus, once took a 
splendid dive down a well to the 
great edificat ion of several near-by 
maidens This activity was also 
gee WRITER Page . 
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PC Bicentennial Committee 
'Ludicrous to B O G Head 
Kennedy Is Right: 
Pamphlet Illogical 
Dear Edi tor , 
Bravo, Hubert Kennedy. Your 
letter hits the matter squarely: so 
often, self-righteous crit ics ignore 
the ser ious biases of the i r 
philosophical premises while they 
ove rwhe lm us w i th the i r un-
shakable logic. 
While the polit ical movement for 
the liberation of gay folk is im-
portant, a separate and serious 
task is our liberation from the 
blinders imposed by any part icular 
philosophy, especially when that 
philosophy is taught so exclusively, 
as is the Aristotelian—Thomist 
variety. Personally, although I 'm a 
dilettante, I've always cheered for 
the Sophists. 
I also enjoyed the quotations 
from "When The G i r l s Come. " I've 
long contended that opening the 
pamphlet randomly w i l l produce 
paragraphs "guaranteed to blow 
your m i n d . " After reading your 
letter, I randomly picked two 
fragments, to wit: 
"Moreover , women's reluctance 
to speak (sic), may be connected 
with the fact that in a large class 
their voices are so light they 
simply do not carry very far...But 
get a g i r l in a situation where 
speaking up may make her look 
bad in the eyes of a man she is 
trying to impress and you won't 
hear a peep out of her . " (page 16). 
"Why should a Catholic g i r l go to 
college when her non-college sister 
has (statistically) almost four 
times as great a chance to marry 
as she? " (page 25). 
Yes indeed, logic can take us to 
s t range p laces . C a l l i n g 
homosexuality a problem is like 
blaming the blacks for rac ia l 
tension. "Jesus , if they'd only go 
away , what a great country 
(college, male ego) we'd have. " 
So brave, Ken. Stay proud. It was 
appropriate that your letter ap-
peared on Apr i l Fool 's Day, for the 
spirit of the Fool , the Lunatic, is 
clearly revealed in the Tarot deck 
(Mary Dodge, take note) to be the 
s p r i n g t i m e ' s chance for 
meaningful change and progress, 
but that this w i l l be achieved only 
at the " r i s k " (it's a compliment, 
See T R U D E A U Page 15 
Dear Edi tor : 
On my way home after a two and 
one-half hour B O G meeting I 
picked up an issue of The Cowl 
which had just come out. Seeing a 
picture of one of my colleagues on 
the front page I immediately 
proceeded to read the headline 
" B i c e n t e n n i a l Jub i l e e M o v i n g 
Slowly . " 
The contents of the first page 
concerning the BOG's proposal for 
the B i c e n t e n n i a l was a l l too 
famil iar to me as the B O G began 
making plans for the Bicentennial 
celebration in March of 1975, only 
to have the proposal delayed and 
f i na l l y denied by the ad-
ministration. 
Reading on to page three of the 
a r t i c l e , where the present 
Bicentennial Committee of the 
College listed their proposals, I had 
to check the date of the paper to 
insure myself that it was not the 
Apr i l Fool 's edition that I was 
reading. To my surprise and 
disgust the issue was dated March 
31, a day too early for the Apr i l 
Fool 's edition. 
As a member of the BOG, I feel 
obligated to express my disgust, 
aggravation and sympathies to the 
present Bicentennial Committee. 
The fine arts committee had 
enough foresight and knowledge in 
ways and means available to try to 
obtain a grant from the Federal 
Gove rnment of fered to 
organizations who were interested 
in h a v i n g a B i c en t enn i a l 
Po l i t i ca l Speeches Not Covered 
Cowl Neglects Important Events 
Dear Ed i t o r : 
On Thursday, A p r i l 1, from 12:30 
p.m. unti l 2 p.m. i n '64 Ha l l , the 
P r o v i d e n c e Co l l ege R e p u b l i c a n 
c l u b sponsored a Meet-the-
Cand ida tes sess ion f ea tur ing 
former Governor John H. Chafee, 
the R e p u b l i c a n cand ida te for 
Un i t ed States Senator , and 
Cranston Mayor James L. Taft, 
J r . , the Republican candidate for 
Governor of Rhode Island. 
The project constituted the first 
major effort of this newly formed 
campus organization, whose goals 
include a desire to show that 
neither the state of Rhode Island, 
nor Providence College, is totally 
dominated by one polit ical party. 
The affair was designed to make 
both the students and faculty of P C 
more aware of the positions of 
these two candidates for major 
public offices, as well as to 
demonstrate the need for a second 
s t rong p o l i t i c a l a l t e rna t i v e in 
Rhode Island. 
Over 75 persons attended the 
event, which includes a question-
arid-answer session, enabling a l l 
Prospective Columnist 
Immortalizes The B ig Zit 
By Steve Maurano 
Dear M r . Zito, 
Let 's face it, comrades. An era 
'however infamous) has ended. I 
commend both of the efforts of his 
-upposed replacements, but 'tis a l l 
for naught. —Our man Zito is gone. 
P e r h a p s the " Y e l l o w B r i c k 
R o a d " proved much too tempting? 
Or maybe they're f inally going to 
use an Italian in those mob 
movies? (F ie on you, Charl ie 
Bronson!) 
I personally suspect that our B i g 
Zit has bought his way into that 
beloved band of bunglers — the 
Banana Splits. (Sorry, Si lvestri , 
but your application was rejected. 
Besides, they only take homo 
sapiens.) 
However, I come not to bury 
Zito, but to praise h im. (Ach du 
l ieber!) He alone has seen the light 
at the bottom of that stench.. 'er, I 
mean trench known as Western 
Civ. (Forg iveme, Father Coskren! 
May T.S El iot haunt me forever 
with gingerbread facsimiles of 
E z r a Pound.) Zito alone has wit-
nessed the true conversion of Our 
Lady of the Hoop to Fonzarel l i 
City. He alone has brought to our 
attention the great (?) non-style of 
K C and the Smutshine Band. (Oh, 
a l l right, E d C imin i did help a 
little.) 
When, if ever, can we hope to be 
enlightened again by the verse of 
such a talented muse? Maybe, if 
we look hard enough, there be 
another fool who falls off his horse 
and believes he's Zito. (Shades of 
Henry IV! ) Ah , but that could be 
costly. Imagine having to dress up 
as C imin i , et. a l . to placate that 
tortured soul? I'd rather play 
rummy with the Tidy Bowl man. 
Alas, a las! We are doomed to the 
per fect g r a m m a t i c a l sentence 
once again. (Horror of horrors.) 
Oh wel l , it was Paradise while it 
lasted, but Eve 's apple couldn't 
stay fresh forever. (After a l l , they 
didn't have Baggies back then, 
y'know.) 
But wait ! If the editor of The 
Cowl in his delirious frenzy decides 
that I should succeed PC ' s version 
of Mighty Joe Young, then there is 
hope. Although unworthy of the 
cause, I shall glory in the 
fragmented sentence with erotic 
pleasure. (Jeremy Benthan would 
love this job.) So onward, upward, 
and outward to columnland. 
Besides, neither one of the other 
contenders is Italian. What's gonna 
happen when it 's t ime for the festa 
de past fazoole? 
present to find out first-hand how 
Mayor Taft and Governor Chafee 
stood on a wide variety of issues. 
Free beer was served and a raffle 
was held. At the conclusion of the 
program many students had a 
chance to speak individually with 
each candidate. 
Two television stations (chan-
nels 6 and 12) sent camera crews 
and reporters to cover this event. 
The Cowl sent no one. 
Publ ic officials of the stature of 
these men do not visit P C so often 
that our campus newspaper can 
afford to ignore events such as this. 
The Cowl was notified of the event 
in writ ing a week in advance, and a 
representative of the organization 
made several inquiries about in-
suring Cowl coverage of the story. 
The Cowl's news editor side-
stepped an inv i t a t i on by the 
Providence College Republicans to 
conduct an interview with Mayor 
Taft and Governor Chafee, but was 
given ample time to assign a 
reporter to cover this event last 
Thursday. His failure to do so is a 
blot on the newspaper's reputation 
as an efficient news-gathering 
o rgan i za t i on , and makes one 
wonder if The Cowl is truly a 
newspaper which reflects the full 
scope of opinion and activity at 
Providence College. 
Considering the attention The 
Cow l g ives numerous campus 
events of scant importance, it is 
puzz l ing that our campus 
newspaper could not be bothered 
sending a reporter to an affair 
which attracted the attention of 
two local television stations. 
The interests of the entire P C 
community wi l l be better served in 
the future i f our campus 
newspaper d i sp lays a s incere 
effort to recognize t r u l y 
newsworthy events regardless of 
whose op in ions are being 
represented. 
Vatche Tashjian '78 
Dav id Griswold '76 
Den Bianchi '78 
celebration. They therefore began 
making plans in March of 1975. 
The formal proposal was sub-
mitted to Father Peterson last 
June and the B O G wa i ted 
throughout the summer for a 
decision as to whether or not the 
Col lege would prov ide $2,000 
towards the BOG 's endeavor to 
obtain a matching grant from the 
Federal Government. 
The administrations apparent 
lack of understanding of the B O G 
certainly was made evident by 
Father Cessario's statement, "It is 
part of the problem of a large 
o rgan i za t i on ( B O G ) that her 
(Betty McHugh's ) initiative had to 
be channeled to a committee." 
F i rs t of a l l , the fine arts com-
mittee is, as it states, a committee 
of the B O G . There fore , the 
majority of the planning was done 
by the fine arts committee and the 
Office of Student Affairs. In other 
words, the planning was completed 
and then it was proposed to the 
whole B O G for approval. 
Second of a l l , the quality and 
diversification of Bette's proposal 
would have required the help of 
many people to insure its success. 
This help would have come from 
memt-ers of the BOG. 
Thirdly, the paper work and al l 
of the programming had been 
completed by June of 1975. A l l we 
asked of the College was for $2,000, 
wh i ch is the amount be ing 
allocated to the College's Bicen-
tennial Committee presently. The 
B O G would have put up the $3,500 
necessary to obtain a matching 
grant of $5,500 bringing the total 
allotment for the celebration up to 
$11,000. 
The proposal was not, as stated 
by Mr . Deasy, handed in too late 
but rather the administration was 
too late in giving the B O G an an-
swer as to whether or not they 
would supplement the B O G $2,000. 
If in fact we have been informed 
of an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e dec is ion 
before September, the B O G could 
have made alternative plans by 
scaling down the original proposal 
and submi t to the F e d e r a l 
Government $3,500 and receive an 
additional $3,500, bringing the total 
allotment to $7,000 oo 
The issue of Bette's appointment 
to the present committee is indeed 
a misfortune for P C and a grave 
loss for the Committee. If in fact 
there was a ma i l room error then 
the Committee also lost the input of 
Pat Muldoon. 
Father Cessario stated, " I t is 
important to involve as many 
people in an activity such as the 
Bicentennial that you c a n . " He 
outlines such activities as a silver 
co l l e c t i on to be d i sp layed in 
Newport and a series of summer 
courses to be offered by the 
Commi t t ee as part of ' the 
celebration. Seriously, how many 
students at PC wi l l this involve? 
The B i c en t enn ia l Commi t t ee 
should ser ious ly reassess i ts 
program. It is utter nonsense and a 
d i sgrace fu l a l t e rna t i ve to the 
BOG's proposal. 
Recently the BOG donated to the 
theatre arts department $800 for 
the production of "1776." This 
money was used to subsidize 
student ticket prices of the play. I 
understand the play was a sellout, 
which means that 2400 people 
attended. This ladies and gen-
tlemen of the committee, is the 
type of alternative you should be 
offering the students at this late 
date. 
As a member of the BOG, I feel 
insulted and infuriated at the 
B i c e n t e n n i a l C o m m i t t e e ' s 
proposals. If I were not involved in 
what has been going on these past 
few months with the Bicentennial, 
I wou ld after r ead ing the 
proposals, sit back and laugh and 
say how typical . 
If students can come up with 
proposa ls that the F e d e r a l 
Government would have approved 
then I cannot see how educated 
men and women could come up 
with the proposals they did. What it 
amounts to is a poor plan thrown 
together at this late date. 
The BOG 's program was geared 
for a College community. As 
president of the B O G , I feel that it 
is my obligation to the students to 
publish the BOG 's proposal, to 
insure the students that when we 
program events we do so un-
derstanding that they are adults 
and educated ind i v i dua l s that 
would have appreciated a truly 
magn i f i c en t and h i s t o r i c a l 
celebration of America 's Bicen-
tennial. Economical ly we could 
have had $11,000 worth of activities 
for only $3,500 of the BOG's money. 
I wou ld suggest that the 
Bicentennial Committee find the 
nearest trash can whether it be 
red, white, blue or polka-dotted 
and put its proposal where it 
belongs. 
I have never heard a more 
ludicrous idea for a Bicentennial 
celebration on a college campus 
then painting garbage cans and 
winning a prize. What is P C , a 
kindergarten? 
If this is a l l you can think of to 
ce l ebra te th is na t i on ' s two-
hundredth anniversary, then I 
suggest that you clean up your act 
and your knowledge of the 
progress this nation has made and 
leave the problem of cleaning up 





Board of Governors 
Writer Bumbles: 
F a l l Into Place! 
Cont. from Page 4 
very popular in the Confederate 
States during the C iv i l War, such 
as when Stonewall Jackson fell at 
Chancellorsville and the entire city 
of Atlanta fell before General 
She rman . In our own t ime , 
President Ford has done much to 
promote this sport by demon-
strating some simple techniques 
during frequent trips at home and 
overseas. 
During the last few years falling 
down has become an organized 
sport. Numerous amateur com-
pet i t ions are he ld each year 
throughout Canada and Europe, 
and plans for a World Professional 
F a l l i n g Down Assoc ia t i on are 
presently being discussed by about 
a dozen prospect ive f ranchise 
holders. 
Some participants have also 
attempted to raise this activity to 
the level of art. The most well-
known of these is Fa l l e r Cranston 
of Ottawa who has created a five-
minute program during which he 
tumbles from a fifteen-foot throne 
in slow motion while accompanied 
by a recording of the "Clock 
Scene" from Mussorgsky's Boris 
Godounov. 
For those interested in learning 
how to compete in falling down 
matches there are several types of 
falls which must be mastered. The 
neophyte stumbler should have no 
t rouble l e a rn ing the bas ic 
techniques such as tripping over a 
chair, knocking the feet out from 
under oneself, c r a sh ing down 
stairs, and tumbling over back-
wards. 
However, there are more ad-
vanced methods which must also 
be acquired such as the "moebius 
f a l l . " The basic concept of a 
moebius fall is to twist one part of 
the body in one direction while 
rotating the rest of the body in the 
opposite d i r e c t i on without 
disrupting the continuity of the fall. 
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Catholic U . Players 
To Stage 'Twelfth Night ' 
Nat iona l ly K n o w n Company to Perform on Campus 
The N a t i o n a l P l a y e r s f rom 
Catholic Universi ty wi l l be per-
forming The Twelfth Night on 
Apr i l 12 at P C (how appropriate). 
The show is sponsored by the B O G 
The National Players base their 
home at Catholic University in 
Washington, D C . They are the 
oldest touring theatrical repertory 
company in the United States and 
a r e preceeded by a g low ing 
reputation of regular productions 
for 27 years. 
In that t ime span, the National 
Players have offered over 35,000 
product ions r ang ing f rom 
Classical works — by Sophocles 
and Shakespeare — to modern 
works by such authors as Moliere. 
Their performances have taken 
them throughout parts of this 
country, including a White House 
Ageless, Romantic Rob in 
St i l l B o b - B o b b i n ' A l ong 
By David St. Germa in 
The exploits of the legendary 
Robin Hood, the Bandit who "stole 
from the rich and gave to the poor'' 
have been f i lmed many times. In 
Richard Lester 's new f i lm, Robin 
and Marian, the viewer is given 
quite a different perspective of 
Robin. 
Robin Hood (Sean Connery) is no' 
longer a youthful rogue, but rather 
an aging Geritol hero of a bygone 
day. After fighting in the crusades 
with L i t t l e John (Nicol Wi l l iam-
son), Robin is disillusioned with 
the valiant life, and no longer has 
any cause for which to fight. K ing 
R i c h a r d the L i on -Hea r t ed 
(Richard Harris ) is dead, and 
Rob in ' s M e r r y M e n have 
disbanded. T i red and weary, he re-
turns to Sherwood Forrest. There 
he leams that his beloved maid 
Marian (Audrey Hepburn) is a 
prioress at a local Abbey and is 
about to be arrested by the sheriff 
of Nottingham (Robert Shaw). 
After a rescuing of sorts, Robin is 
once again in conflict with his old 
nemesis. Even a life of serenity in 
Sherwood Forrest with Mar ian is 
no! enough to keep Robin from the 
final battle. He must live up to the 
legend. 
The f i lm is c l imaxed by a fight 
between Robin and the Sheriff, two 
aging champions of a past era. 
Casting of the title roles is one of 
the best aspects about this f i lm. 
Sean Connery is perfectly suited to 
the role of Robin. Connery, l ike 
Robin, is an aging man who had to 
forsake his r o m a n t i c image 
(James Bond 007) of the past. He 
masterfully sums up the essence of 
a man, who, although he is not the 
hero he once was, sti l l has the 
courage not to give up. 
Nicol Wil l iamson as little John is 
not required to do more than look 
loyal. Yet he ski l l ful ly manages to 
convey the deep bond of love and 
friendship shared by these two 
men. R ichard Harr i s is briefly 
seen as K ing R ichard. Even this 
mere cameo proves to be too much 
screen time. Robert Shaw as the 
sheriff is s imply ham for Robin's 
carving. 
Director R ichard Lester (The 
Three Muske t e e r s , 1973) has 
presented the viewer with an in-
teresting premise, which doesn't 
totally succeed. The violence and 
poster paint blood are excesses 
which he could well do without. 
Lester does, however, have great 
control over creating the correct 
period and mood for the f i lm. His 
comic spoofing of the legendary 
f igure prov ides o c cas i ona l l y 
a m u s i n g f i l m fare . There i s , 
however, only one reason for 
seeing Robin and Mar i an : her 
name is Audrey Hepburn. 
After a nine-year absence from 
the screen, Hepburn returns as 
Ma id Mar i an . At 46, she appears to 
have taken a deep drink from the 
Fountain of Youth. The years have 
only succeeded in enhancing her 
beauty. In the non-filtered Sher-
wood Forest scenes, her warmth 
her sensitivity, her gentility a l l 
sparkle forth radiantly. Sensible 
enough not to continue playing the 
effervescent ingenue roles that 
brought her fame, Hepburn ' s 
Mar i an is the perfect example of 
g race fu l m a t u r i t y . Her every 
scene adds a touch of class to the 
f i lm. She displays a style and 
soph i s t i ca t i on wh i ch most of 
today's screen heroines lack. 
One shou ld see R o b i n and 
Mar ian not for any swashbuckling 
heroics, but for that rare c inema 
jewel which outshines a l l others in 
the f i lm : Audrey Hepburn. As 
Webster said of his "Duchess of 
M a l f i " : "She stains the time past, 
lights the t ime to come. " 
Perel and Baker Successfully Bait 
Fishy Poetry and Art Exhibi t ion 
By Nancy C. Shea 
Students expecting to put in a 
heavy night of studying at the 
l i b r a r y were Apr i l - f oo l ed last 
Thursday into finding, instead of a 
studious atmosphere, a soiree of 
sorts going on in one of the lounges. 
An ample and essentially ap-
preciative crowd had gathered for 
the opening of an art and poetry 
exhibition in L ibrary 323. The 
unseemly theme of fish was dually 
represented by the graphics of 
James Baker and a series of poems 
by PC ' s resident poetess: Jane 
Lunin Pere l . 
At the start of the evening, 
people were mi l l ing about ad-
mir ing the wal l hangings, con-
versing with others and munching 
on a somewhat thematic variety of 
food. In addition to the inevitable 
assortment of cheese, crackers 
and wine, there was the ap-
propriately added attraction of 
caviar . Also to be found on the 
table were two fish-shaped cakes 
and a large stuffed cloth fish. 
J i m Baker 's black-and-white fish 
photos, although somewhat gr im, 
were a l l the more str iking for their 
starkness. Con t ras t ing this were 
bright paintings of multi-colored 
fish and fish-like shapes. Later in 
the even ing , M s . P e r e l r ead 
several of her poems that were to 
be seen hanging on the walls of the 
lounge. These were printed on 
whi te-on-b lack p l a ca rds i n -
terspersed among the graphics. 
As to be expected, Jane's l i l t ing, 
hip-swaying style of reading had a 
pleasing and, in some cases, 
m e s m e r i z i n g effect on her 
audience The poems dealt with 
fish, fishheads and fishermen. 
The combination poetry reading-
display dedication was unique in 
its location and t iming. There were 
those people who were there 
because they had planned to be, 
and others, mainly students, who 
wandered in and out of curiousity 
or hunger. As a result the in-
teresting sight of students mix ing 
Civ and chablis was to be seen 
throughout the l ibrary. 
Tr in i t y Square Offers 
Student Group Rate 
T r i n i t y Square Repe r to ry 
Company is offering a special 
group rate to college students for 
the final production of its 1975-1976 
season, "Eus tace Chisholm and 
the Works . " The world premiere 
production is adapted from James 
Purdy 's novel by Adr ian Ha l l and 
R i c h a r d C u m m i n g . Col lege 
students in groups of 35 or more 
wi l l be able to pay $3.50 as com-
pared to the regular box office 
prices of $5, $6, and $7 
Set in Chicago in the depressed 
30's, the play presents the humor 
and suffering of several young 
people str iv ing to find themselves. 
invitation, and to parts of Europe 
and Japan. 
The Twelfth Night which was 
written by Wi l l iam Shakespeare, 
has been set to music by John 
F r a n c e s h i n a . Together w i th 
director Leo Brady, Franceschina 
adds yet another dimension to one 
of Shakespeare's favorite comedic 
themes: mistaken identity. 
Influenced by an Italian form of 
theatre, the Commedia dell 'arte, 
Shakespeare wrote about a brother 
and sister, Sebastion and Viola 
respectively, who are shipwrecked 
and separated, each thinking the 
other dead. Viola disguises her 
femininity and becomes a valet for 
Duke Orsino. Vio la , alias Cesario, 
is hired as a go-between for the 
Duke and his lady-love Countess 
Ol iv ia. Ol iv ia refuses to receive the 
Duke due to the fact that she is in 
mourning About this time, Viola, 
alias Cesario, realizes that she 
loves the Duke. Paral leled with 
that, the Countess discovers that 
she is in love with Viola, thinking 
her to be male. 
Thus, the play proceeds, the plot 
thickens, and finally resolves itself 
in the end, leaving al l happy. 
Tickets for The Twelfth Night 
wi l l go on sale this week. They are 
$3.00 for general admission and 
$1.50 with a P C ID and may be 
purchased in the BOG office in 
Slavin Center. 
C h a p i n Tunne l Explorers: 
Second Expedit ion 
Funf i l l ed , Frightening 
(Editor's note: Several months 
ago, this newspaper ran an article 
about an expedition to the 
mysterious depths of the Chapin 
tunnels Two brave young COWL 
reporters entered this underworld 
in order to probe its strange and 
eerie passages. Their report was 
the controversial article to which 
this newspaper has exc lus i ve 
rights; however, no trace was 
found of those courageous half-
wits. A call went out for any other 
idiot willing to go down after them. 
There was an immediate response. 
which proves that there are at least 
three in every crowd. This is the 
first-hand account of the second 
expedition.) 
By John Rei l ly 
I started into this expedition with 
my eyes open. I knew exactly what 
to expect down there. The first 
expedition had been carelessly 
planned and executed. This was 
not a job for a tenderfoot; it takes 
an expert with years of training 
and experience under his belt to try 
a job the size of this one. 
I can say with complete honesty 
that I am an expert in this field. 
Years of exploring the cel lar of my 
house, and my neighbor's cellars 
as well , have made me a legend in 
my own time. M y exploits were 
famous. Once I spent three months 
in the crawl space beneath my high 
school before they found me and 
made me go to class. But I was 
looking for new worlds to conquer; 
when I read the story of the first 
expedition I dropped everything 
and went into training for this job. 
M y equipment was simple. I 
wore jungle fatigues, had a two-
week supply of food and water, a 
compass and a map, ropes and 
cl imbing gear, and a hammer 
(There could be spiders down 
there!) . I had a list of instructions, 
too: 1.) find the first expedition, 2.) 
bring them back alive, 3.) bring 
back a detailed account of my 
See T U N N E L Page 11 
" A l l of us are involved in in-
t e r l o ck ing r e l a t i o n s h i p s , " com-
ments writer-director Ha l l , "but no 
two people have the same 
relationship to one person. Eustace 
is the hub around which everyone 
in the play revolves. These are 
people with nothing but dreams 
and the need to find the way. These 
a r e e x t r a o r d i n a r y , o r d i n a r y 
people." 
) by Mike IH-laney 
The play begins Apr i l 1 in the 
downstairs Lederer Playhouse 
Students can take advantage of 
Trinity Square's Student Rush 
policy which offers tickets at half-
price a half-hour before curtain ' 
time, on a standby, no reservation 
basis. 
Fo r further information about 
the college group reservation, cal l 
Ida Mi l lman at 521-1100. 
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We DO More 
WDOM's G M : We Can Do Much More 
By Greg Var ian , 
General Manager 
Two years ago, W D O M placed a 
supplement s imi lar to this one in 
The Cowl . It gave an optimistic 
picture of our future, and with good 
reason. At that time, our staff was 
larger, our equipment better, and 
our p r o g r a m m i n g supe r i o r to 
anything in our past. On top of that, 
we had a well-researched proposal 
presented before the ad -
ministration for a wattage in-
crease to 250-watt. 
Those proposals were rejected. 
We were naive. We thought the 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n wou ld respond 
f avo rab l y to such a we l l -
researched student proposal. 
In the near future, we wi l l once 
again present a set of proposals to 
the administration. We think we 
have a better chance this t ime 
because we have learned from our 
past mistakes. 
When I became the general 
manager in December, I deter-
mined that the only way W D O M 
could develop dramatical ly would 
be to research at length the 
potential that W D O M had, and the 
l imitations which would hold us 
back. 
To achieve this end, I asked the 
resource committee of the station 
(set up by my predecessor and 
made up of professional broad-
casters, faculty, and administation 
members) to make a full report of 
WDOM's operations and how the 
station might be better utilized to 
fulfi l l the needs of this campus. 
At the same time, we spent much 
t ime o r gan i z i ng an a l u m n i 
program, which has set out to do 
the same task. 
To a id in this task, WDOM's staff 
has gone beyond expected l imits of 
work. The directors have sub-
mitted weekly reports outlining the 
depa r tmen ta l weaknesses and 
possible solutions. 
We attended a college radio 
convention in order to compare 
notes with other radio stations and 
consult w i th the most know-
le'lgeabli experts m the field. 
Community groups have been 
questioned and a campus survey is 
now in progress. 
What has resulted is nearly 
identical answers to overcome 
WDOM's l imitations and actualize 
its potential. In brief, here is how 
they see i t : 
Limitations 
—No long range policy on the 
part of the administration con-
cerning W D O M . 
— W D O M is at the end of the list 
concerning College priorities. 
—Lack of continuity from year to 
year, due to the all-volunteer 
nature of the station, and the 
resulting fact that management 
changes hands frequently. 
—Ignorance on the part of the 
facu l ty , students and ad-
ministration, on how W D O M can 
presently, and at no cost, benefit us 
al l greatly. 
—Lack of plans for alternate 
funding of sources. 
—Total unawareness by a l l of 
WDOM's vast potential. 
Potential 
W D O M is the only community-
oriented station, and the only 
s tat ion p r o g r a m m i n g c l a s s i c a l 
music in the state, thus fi l l ing a 
massive vacuum in radio broad-
casting. Proper utilization would 
improve PC ' s image in the com-
munity, and provide a source of 
much needed income to the school. 
Due ' t o the lack of com-
mun i ca t i ons courses at most 
colleges, P C would offer a program 
beginning on a smal l scale. This 
would be done at almost no cost to 
the school, since a lab already 
exists in the form of WDOM. 
This would greatly increase the 
n u m b e r of app l i can t s to P C , 
providing more funds, and round-
ing out many majors where an 
understanding of the mass media 
is imperat ive in our technological 
age. 
Most importantly, W D O M can 
give students in a l l fields the 
p r a c t i c a l app l i c a t i on of the i r 
l i b e r a l a r t s and business 
education. Students could use our 
news, music, network, record, and 
other station resources to develop 
applicable assignments. 
W D O M is about the only college 
radio station in the country to 
program such a high percentage 
of education. These programs can 
and should be developed for syn-
dication, which would bring in 
funds far in excess of our present 
budget from the school. 
But why should the school take 
such a gamble? Considering the 
money the school has sunk into the 
station, this is not a gamble but a 
necessity. 
This month is our station's tenth 
year a n n i v e r s a r y . S ince we 
tabulate that the school has spent 
roughly 150,000 dollars in its F M 
station, it is about time that the 
money brought the school a 
profitable return. 
As I sit here writ ing, the R ick 
Ho l l ywood D J M a r a t h o n is 
drawing near a cl imactic con-
W D O M general manager Greg Var ian works on production of his own educational show "Bicentennial '76" 
aired Wednesdays from 6:30 to 7:00. 
elusion. Most of us haven't seen 
sleep in four days. 
But it has been worth far more 
than the unselfish effort that a l l our 
volunteer staff has mustered. We 
have just gone over the 400-dollar 
mark. This much-needed money 
wil l soon be at the disposal of the 
community-oriented programs on 
campus. 
But this is only a part of the 
achievement. Our communications 
workshops, faculty involvement 
program, promotional work, our 
upcoming high school orientation 
p r o g r a m , and W D O M ' s re-
institution of the Campus Council 
are also great efforts on the part of 
our staff. 
The proposals to be advanced by 
the resource and alumni com-
mittees wi l l lay the cornerstone of 
the program of the employment of 
a full-time administrator. Only a 
fu l l - t ime person can m a i n t a i n 
W D O M ' s ach ievements , and 
maintain the programs that wi l l 
not only make W D O M the best of 
its kind anywhere, but wi l l be 
educa t i ona l l y , f i nanc i a l l y and 
profitable to its community and to 
the College. 
The time to act is now. With the 
new B i l l of Rights amendment, it is 
unforeseeable that the moderator 
for the media organizations wi l l 
remain unpaid much longer. The 
groundwork for communications 
courses already exists with the 
administration's announcement 
that a professional journalist wi l l 
be hired by September. 
At present, we do more, but in 
the future, we can do much more. 
Senior Remembers : 
'What a Long, Strange T r i p It's Been' 
By Jack Macomber 
When I first arr ived at P C as a 
sophomore back in 1974, I took a 
tour of W D O M - F M , located on the 
ground floor of Joseph Hal l . When I 
walked in , I found several people 
running around with yellow paper 
which I later found out was 
teletype copy. 
There was a rock show on the air 
at the time, and I remember the 
D . J . was somebody called R ick 
Hollywood. Since I wanted to see 
how a show was done, I asked h i m 
if I could watch. R ick was very 
amiable and quickly consented. He 
was playing a song by a band 
called The Grateful Dead. 
When he asked me if I l iked the 
sound I was em harassed to tell h im 
I really did not know much about 
them. Before I could answer, 
though, he said "S tand by , " and 
went on the air announcing, "That 
was the Grateful Dead with a tune 
called " T r u c k i n ' . " 
Two years later, I found myself 
sitting behind the brand new 
control board at W D O M , a hard 
core Dead Head. After playing 
" J a c k S t raw, " I announced over 
the air that R ick Hollywood wi l l be 
doing a one-man marathon show on 
W D O M which wi l l hopefully break 
the existing world record. By this 
time, Hollywood and I are both 
seniors who share a lot of 
memories of WDOM. 
F o l l o w i n g m y f irst v i s i t to 
W D O M , I made sure that I was 
down at the station every day. L ike 
everyone else, I wanted to do a 
mus i c show, but because of 
seniority, I had to wait my turn. So, 
I started off as a sports reporter on 
the " S i x O'clock News. " That was 
truly a bizarre position, because I 
did not know anyone about whom I 
was reporting. 
I guess the people at W D O M soon 
caught on, because I did not last in 
that position very long. They eyed 
me for quite a while, trying to think 
of what to do with me. Here was a 
hard-working k id whose only fault 
was that the San Francisco Giants 
did not mean a damn thing to h im 
except that they played in the 
Grateful Dead's hometown. 
I was soon transformed into a 
campus news reporter. Talk about 
working your way up from the 
bo t t om! That job invo l ved a 
number of things, most of them 
coming under the heading of 
" s u c k e r . " St i l l , it was my big 
chance to get on the air . It was not 
long before I became so dedicated 
that I even covered the weekly 
Student Congress meetings. While 
there, I l ea rned such ca tchy 
phrases as "you 're out of o rder " 
and " c a n we reach a quorum?" 
Needless to say, I quickly grew 
tired of covering the Student 
Congress for W D O M . I am not 
real ly sure when my superiors 
noticed it. Perhaps it was when the 
news director, Charl ie McEntee, 
saw me standing over an Ampex 
recording machine with a jar of 
battery ac id in my hand. By some 
unknown coincidence, it was at this 
time that he offered me the job of 
assistant news director. 
As assistant news director, I 
found myself in the mainstream of 
campus events. This was during 
the time of the Foley E r a at 
W D O M , when everyone was trying 
to transform a 10-watt campus 
station into a major city station. 
Our big chance came in January 
when then vice president Gerald 
Ford and secretary of defense, 
Melv in La i rd , made a visit to PC . 
Everyone at the station, including 
K e v i n F e r g u s o n , a l i as R i c k 
Hollywood, was involved in the 
coverage of the visit. 
Hollywood and I were stationed 
on the steps of Slavin Center, 
overlooking a group of marchers 
who were protesting the presence 
of Ford and La i rd at Providence. 
Needless to say, none of the protest 
marchers were from PC . The P C 
people came later; a mob of people 
running toward Slavin Center, 
wav ing an A m e r i c a n f lag to 
counter-protest the original protest 
march. It was a humil iat ing sight 
to see fellow students pushing each 
other around the T V cameras, 
trying to get themselves on the 
"S i x O'c lock News. " 
Regardless of the behavior of 
some of our students, the day was 
quite successful for WDOM. Back 
at the station that night, everybody 
congratulated each other on the 
great job the station had done. We 
had a l l worked as a team, and the 
campus was proud of us. 
F r o m that day on, the morale of 
the station was sky high. One could 
not avoid catching the enthusiasm 
that spread within the station. It 
was no longer a situation where 
someone would come in and do his 
job and then leave. People just 
began hanging out down there for 
no reason at a l l . 
One night in the middle of the P C 
streaking craze in the spring of 
1974, W D O M held the dubious 
honor of being dubbed "Streaking 
Cent ra l . " One of oui more un-
disciplined D J ' s took the risk of 
announcing where and when the 
various streaking parties were 
assembling around the campus. 
Un fo r tunate l y , he never 
suspected that the F C C would not 
look too kindly on these goings on, 
nor did he suspect he would be 
suspended from the station the 
next day. There was also some 
trouble with school officials, but as 
usual, our then station manager 
Greg Var ian managed to solve the 
problem. 
Dur ing the year that followed. 
W D O M saw m a n y changes. 
Graduation had taken its toll of 
directors and quite a few good 
friends. Var ian was now off in 
Europe and the station was left 
with a very inexperienced board of 
directors. This problem along with 
our technical woes paved a path for 
a very unstable year. 
As early as September, 1974, our 
problems began. Our old Gates 
control board was unmercifully 
dying a slow death. The year 
before, we had to wait for it to be 
installed, while it just sat upstairs 
at Audio Visual . We had no other 
choice but to shut down. We did not 
open again until November. 
Understandably, our morale was 
at its lowest when we went back on 
the air . Many of the DJ ' s had lost 
See SHY pt>. 10 
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Variety Is the Spice 
Of Programming 
J a n Meyer, 
"Academies " 
education director on WDOM 
show heard Tuesdays at 6:30. 
and the host of the 
W D O M Heralds Rev iva l 
O f the New Jazz Fus ion 
By Debbie Martlno and 
Jan Mayer 
Programming at W D O M goes 
along with our new station logo, 
"We Do M o r e . " Currently W D O M 
is on the a i r dai ly f rom 1 p.m. to 3 
a.m. bringing innovative music 
shows, progressive rock and high-
q u a l i t y , s t u d e n t - p r o d u c e d , 
educational shows. 
Under W D O M ' s license as an 
educational station, we hold an 
obligation to the F C C and the 
community to produce 50 per cent 
education, 50 per cent music . 
Beginning last January , W D O M 
has a block format of education, 
with educational shows running 
from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. dai ly . We 
start off with progressive rock 
from l p.m.-3 p.m., then move into 
education. 
Now, do not turn your radio d ia l 
to another station just yet, because 
educa t i ona l p r o g r a m m i n g on 
W D O M takes on many different 
forms. F o r instance, Ron Barron 
and Henry Monti host " F e ed -
back , " a talk show on each af-
ternooon on which just about 
anything can and does happen. 
After that, you can get carr ied 
off to another country, or just learn 
a little about the many different 
ethnic groups in our area by tuning 
into our French , Ir ish, Portuguese, 
or Italian cul tural programs heard 
weekdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Or maybe you prefer soul or jazz 
music. Bob Boyd and Herb Waters 
offer you the best in soul on their 
p r o g r a m . C o s m o f u n d a d a l i a — 
sounds l ike it says! And Kev in 
Howard and Tom Brown each 
feature weekend jazz programs 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
So you're interested in keeping 
up with what is going on in the 
world, in the country, in Rhode 
Island, or just right here on 
c a m p u s . News d i r e c t o r K e n 
Kraetzer keeps his news staff 
hopping each evening at 6 p.m. to 
bring you informative and ac-
curate reporting. 
Then, at 6:30 each evening on 
W D O M , our more informative 
educational programs bring you 
everything from hot discussions of 
the latest campus crises to l ively 
debate on problems in the Middle 
East . We also cover the Bicen-
tennial (with a difference), present 
a review of Elections 76 from 
pr imary to pr imary , not to mention 
an exciting capsule and analysis 
each F r iday of that great game P C 
played within the last week. 
Our educational programming 
wraps up each night with a two-
hour classic music program, the 
only one in Rhode Island, under the 
direction of Mike Bozell . You hear 
not only the best and the most 
vintage of the classics but also 
choice information about the works 
and the composers. 
F r o m then unti l 3 a.m., WDOM's 
late night D J ' s take over and bring 
you the best in progressive rock 
anywhere. So turn on and tune in at 
91.3 F M . We do more, and we do it 
better. 
By Kev in Howard 
One consequence of the rise of 
rock over the past decade-and-a-
half has been the withdrawal of 
jazz from the music l imelight. 
Unt i l the ascent of rock there had 
been among each new generation 
a nucleus of young people who 
denied the contemporary trend of 
mus i c and ins t ead g r a v i t a t ed 
toward jazz. Being a jazz fan was 
s imi la r to belonging to a secret 
society — an elite society — which 
considered itself superior in tastes. 
And why not, when the caliber of 
musicians was of the magnitude of 
Duke El l ington, Thelonius Monk, 
Lester Young, and Mi les Davis . 
Dur ing the sixties, the young 
listeners who, in earlier decades, 
might have certif ied their " h i p -
ness " by joining the auditors and 
spectators of the jazz phenomena, 
had turned to rock. This con-
tributed to a decided recession 
which continued through the ear ly 
seventies. 
Then, new fusion — " jazz - r o c k " 
as created by the likes of Chick 
Corea, Weather Report, Herbie 
H a n c o c k , J o h n M c L a u g h l i n ' s 
M a h a v i s h n u O r c h e s t r a , D o n a l d 
B y r d ' s B l a c k b i r d s , and L a r r y -
C o r y e l l ' s E l e v e n t h House was 
attracting new audiences. 
Then began a m a r k e d 
resurgence in vintage jazz leading 
to the present field of extremely 
individualistic musicians drawing 
from the rich tradition going back 
to the New Orleans-Chicago jazz-
blues era. They improved this 
o r i g i n a l jazz sound us ing 
imagination and technology to 
continually challenge the ever-
growing body of listeners. 
What does this a l l mean? Well , it 
means that you should tune into 
W D O M on weekends when Tom 
Brown and Kev in Howard bring 
you (from 4 to 6 p.m.) some of the 
finest jazz being produced in the 
field as well as interesting and 
informative history of the music. 
You wi l l be able to go back to 
some of those shanties on the South 
side of Chicago, or you can follow 
our c r i t i ca l review of the great new 
mater ia l being produced today. 
It a l l adds up to a lot of fine and 
interesting listening on W D O M . So, 
for you music freaks with a yen for 
something different, jazz may be a 
new door for you to open. 
Y o u could become part of that 
special " e l i t e " that w i l l keep jazz 
a l ive and growing. 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
1-3 p.m. ROCK ROCK ROCK 
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ROCK ROCK ROCK 
Feedback Hosts Combine 
Experience and Expertise 
Music Department 
Devoted to A l l 
By Debbie Mart ino 
W D O M is an educational radio 
s ta t i on where m u c h t ime is 
devoted to student-produced, high-
quality educational shows. Yet 
music on the station holds a special 
place among our staff members. 
W D O M listeners hear music 
from 1-6 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 3 a.m., 
making a total of 13 hours of 
d i v e r s i f i e d m u s i c each day. 
Class ica l , jazz, soul-blues, ethnic 
and p rog r ess i v e rock mus i c 
combine to form the core of 
WDOM' s music programming. 
Our ever-expanding collection of 
contemporary and classical music, 
now n u m b e r i n g about 10,000 
albums, is manned by three work-
study people who joined the W D O M 
staff this year. 
Our r e c o r d l i b r a r y , sup-
plemented by the disc jockey's own 
records, allows for the wide range 
of self-expression reflected in the 
music a D J selects for his show. 
With a good record behind h im, a 
D J s show can reflect quantity as 
well as quality in his art, rather 
than a jumble of songs. 
Our main emphasis as a con-
temporary music station has been 
progressive rock with some blue-
grass, soul and a spr inkl ing of top-
forty. Herb Waters and Bob Boyd 
present " C o s m o f u n d a d a l i a , " 
Paula Dyer gets into the blue-grass 
sound, and if you catch music 
director Mike Ba ld i on Tuesdays 
from 9-11 p.m., you w i l l often hear 
in-depth studies of certain groups 
with interesting discussions of 
music and cr i t i ca l reviews of new 
albums. 
The core of our musical quality 
are our music department people 
— people who play the music you 
hear, people who come down to 
talk about the music they're into, 
people who get down. W D O M never 
has too many interesting people — 
new people, people into music, 
news, publicity, or the hundreds of 
other things going on at W D O M . 
We also need you, our listeners, the 
people we do the most for. So next 
time you turn on your radio, make 
sure it 's 91.3 F M — W D O M . 
By Ron Bar ron 
What is " F e e d b a c k ? " No, i t 's not 
that ear-piercing sound you hear 
from electr ical equipment. It is 
open line talk radio, Monday 
through Fr iday , from 3-4 p.m., 
with Ron Baron and Henry Mont i 
as hosts. 
Bar ron and Monti both have had 
prior experience in the news 
media. Baron hosted a weekly talk 
show last year on W D O M , and 
Monti has had experience as a 
reporter for The Warwick Beacon. 
Toge ther , they f o rm an i n -
formative, enlightening, and en-
tertaining team. They do not 
always agree, but there is always 
sure to be some action over the a i r . 
According to Barron, "Feed -
b a c k " is essentially a chance for 
our listeners to voice their views on 
anything and everything. It gives 
the average person a chance to be 
heard by a large number of people. 
I guess in a way it is an answer, 
through the media, to the problem 
of c o m m u n i c a t i n g i n an i m -
personal society." 
Guests have appeared frequently 
on "Feedback . " Among them have 
been the president of the College, 
Father Thomas Peterson; Senator 
C l a i bo rne P e l l ; and Gove rno r 
Phi l l ip Noel, to mention a few. 
Barron went on to say, " B u t even 
when we have a guest, we st i l l 
leave the phone lines open for cal ls . 
Listeners can ask our guests 
questions. I guess that is what talk 
radio is about: providing an op-
portunity to the average person for 
question and debate on issues that 
v i tal ly effect us a l l . " 
WDOM program director, Debbie Martlno, discusses the new late night shifts on WDOM from 1-1 a.i . dally 
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Sports Dept. Expands 
To Include Most Sports 
By Mark Galkowskl 
and Tom Foley, 
Sports Directors 
B e g i n n i n g last September , 
WDOM's sports department un-
derwent a complete revision. We 
first set out to upgrade the quality 
of the hockey broadcasts both at 
home and away. 
This goal was reached during the 
hockey season. F u r t h e r i m -
provements wi l l be applied as soon 
as funds become avai lable to do so. 
In comparsion to other college 
radio stations, Providence College 
hockey fans can be very proud of 
WDOM's coverage, since it excels 
on the college level. 
Aside from the technical aspects, 
W D O M - F M had a very competent 
Foley doing the play-by-play for a l l 
the games. Ken Maggiorie and Ken 
Kraetzer split the duties of color 
man, both on the road and at home. 
Further expansion of Providence 
College sports' coverage is ex-
pected next year in a l l sectors, 
including Lady F r i a r ' s basketball 
games, intramura l games, and al l 
of the F r i a r baseball home games. 
W D O M - F M began l ive coverage 
of Lady F r i a r ' s basketball this past 
season at a l l of the home games 
from A lumn i Ha l l and a l l of the 
post-season action from Cortland, 
New York . Due to this coverage, 
W D O M became one of the first 
radio stations in the country to 
broadcast any k ind of women's 
sports events. 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
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ROCK ROCK ROCK ROCK 
The broadcast team is headed by 
M a r k G a l k o w s k i , producer -
director of Lady F r i a r s basketball 
and assistant sports director for 
W D O M - F M . The crew was com-
p r i s e d of a p lay -by -p lay an-
nouncer, a colorman, a statist ician 
and a consulting engineer. 
Tony Gwiazdowski, commonly 
referred to as the Curt Gowdy of 
P r o v i d e n c e Co l lege , b r i l l a n t l y 
covered the action from one end of 
the court to the other. 
Joe Souro, a dynamic, colorful 
personality, gave a l l the insights of 
each game. 
Tom " B u t t o n s " Mar t in , a late 
addition to the crew, recorded, 
calculated, and reported detailed 
and accurate statistics of each 
game. He compiled for the playoffs 
an i n c r ed i b l e l i s t of season 
statistics. 
F ina l l y , M ike Heath aided the 
director with his inexhaustable list 
of gadgets and e l e c t r on i c 
knowledge to bring good quality 
to the sports broadcast across the 
air waves of 91.3 F M . 
WDOM music director Mike Baldi hosts a progressive rock music show 
Tuesday from 9-11 p.m. 
News Uti l izes A l l Resources 
By Ken Kraetzer 
News Director 
The news department at W D O M 
is responsible for keeping our 
listeners informed about what is 
happening in the world, the nation, 
and in and around the Providence 
College campus. 
The programming consists of 
hourly news checks during music 
Engineers Dream 
Of Stereo 
By Mike Heath 
The current year at W D O M has 
been one of the best in a long t ime 
w i th the i n t r oduc t i on of new 
equ ipment and F . A . V . A . D . 
production team. We are slowly 
proceeding towards our goal of 
stereo. Last year we introduced 
our stereo console and have since 
added a stereo tape deck. Our next 
goal is to acquire a stereo trans-
mitter. 
Our technical quality has greatly 
improved with the production crew 
that has developed this year. We 
have been able to add to the air-
waves the women's basketball 
games, and have continued the 
New Classical Music Dept. Defies Def ini t ion 
men's ice hockey games. We have 
also been able to pre-record shows 
for late broadcasts, greatly helping 
W D O M in its programming. 
The administration, with our im-
proved quality in education, and 
our c lass ica l music shows each 
evening, have now joined W D O M 
in looking toward the possibility of 
stereo. The problem now lies in 
locating the six-thousand dollars 
necessary to produce stereo sound. 
The recent marathon at W D O M 
was a technical (as well as 
f i nanc ia l ) success w i th w i res 
dangling a l l over campus through 
trees, buildings, and tunnels; we 
were able to have closed circuit T V 
in the Rathskel ler and the Wooden 
Naval . The engineering future 
looks good at W D O M . If it sounds 
interesting, come join us. 
programs and our nightly half-
hour program, "The Six O'Clock 
R e p o r t " . Our sources of i n -
formation are the United Press 
In t e rna t i ona l , the M u t u a l 
B r o a d c a s t i n g Se r v i c e , press 
releases sent to us from various 
organizations around the country 
and our own staff's investigative 
reporting. 
"The Six O'clock Report " , the 
d epa r tmen t ' s m a i n product is 
produced by a staff of at last count, 
thirty-two. E a c h evening the an-
chorperson reports the national 
and international stories. Our New 
England and Providence reporters 
bring in stories of local interest. 
Sports is presented with an 
emphas i s on the P r o v i d e n c e 
College teams in action, and also 
intramurals on campus. Com-
mentaries are done by our man in 
Washington, Ph i l ip C. Clark, and 
Tom Harmon on sports. 
In the future, W D O M is looking 
to expand its staff which wi l l 
enable the station to report more 
campus news. This is what the 
station can bring to P C — up to the 
minute presentation of what is 
going on. 
By Mike Bozell 
Among other innovations W D O M 
has to offer this year is what has 
been very inappropriately been 
called "The Classical Mus ica l 
Hour . " Inappropriate because the 
nightly shows are not one-hour 
long, but two, and, more i m -
portantly, because Classical is a 
misleading term. 
The fact is that what you get 
between 7 and 9 p.m. every night is 
as wide a variety of music you can 
fit under one format. There are 
Ron Barron, co-host of WDOM's Feedback show heard from 3-4 p.m. 
daily. Ron's guests have included Gov. Noel. 
certain things you can be sure that 
you won't hear, such as...well, a 
list is pointless. 
What you won't hear is exactly 
what you can get from every other 
radio station in Rhode Island. We 
ca l l it c lass ica l music for lack of a 
better name. But how do you 
classify everything from Bach's 
fugues to the can-can? F r o m a 
Gregorian chant to selections from 
Wagner's operas? 
About half-a-year ago, W P J B in 
Providence decided that it would 
do away with its c lassical music 
f o rmat because there wasn ' t 
enough money in it. Our directors, 
because they had no money to 
make and because they had been 
made aware of the high demand in 
the Providence area for c lassical 
music, decided not only to include 
" c l a s s i c a l " music on WDOM's 
format, but to give it some priority. 
So schedules were changed and 
time periods opened up, and after 
much confusion, the present 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. slot was given over to 
" c l a s s i c a l " music. If the term 
turns you off, I 'm not surprised. 
It's pretty insipid. But listen in 
sometime. A g i r l cal led up one 
night f r om somewhere in 
P r o v i d e n c e and among other 
things, she said, " I l ike that junk 
you're p lay ing " . 
Diane Uhlmann, WDOM's station manager, discusses plans it the 
WDOM mixer on April 9th at 8 p.m. In Alumni Caf. 





Turns Dead Head 
It > u not too long before things 
did begin to happen Through the 
several things lor the nation A 
new record library was built, more 
ampei recording machine* were 
purchased, and our once empty 
lobby fin* \ got some familiar 
The station TI proved physically 
As a result, n.orale was sparked 
once more Soon, the better morale 
yielded a high-quality radio 
station 
Over the years WDOM has given 
me many rewai Is It taught me 
how to operate (implicated radio 
equipment, how to produce a show, 
and vastly enlp-ged my musical 
knowledge 
But at the risk of sounding a bit 
maudlin, WDON gave an ad-
ditional reward that I will always 
have my friends I can honestly 
say that with the exception of one 
or two persons, all my closest 
friends at PC work, or have 
worked, at WDOM 
Prom the old days of just 
"hanging out at the station" have 
come inseparable friendships 
What a long, strange trip it's been 
Rick Hollywood during WDOM's Maralfeaa for rampea eeaaaaaalty artealod •rgaaliaitaai 
Join Is! 
WDOM-FM 91 . 3 
Mark Galkowski and FAVAD a r i i r t l i . i r m r W Carta Vantty BasartaaU Ga 
C«M Inm P. 1 
interest Several freahmeri joined 
in the station, but they were looked 
saw them as a threat 
Cliques were formed in no tune, 
and any chance the station had for 
improvement was crushed by 
indifference and rivalry When 
things finally started to improve. K 
was already May We decided the 
only thing to do was to start a 
program of attainable goals that 
we would have the chance to reach 
early the following year 
When we returned to the station 
last September, we were told that 
big things would begin to happen 
Plrst. our general manager. 
Charlie McEntee, had established 
s resource committee to help the 
station top its fullest potential 
Secondly, our old station manager, 
(ireg Varian. had returned from 
Europe bringing with him his 
famous drive and determination 
We veterans of WDOM were 
relieved at his return, for it meant 
he was being groomed to take over 
as grneral manager in January 
when it came Mr Enter • turn to go 
to Pribourg 
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B O G President Mourns 
Dead Bicentennial Program 
Cindy Marousis, president of the 
Board of Governors, released last 
week the proposed Bicentennial 
program which the B O G would 
have set into motion had the 
College accepted their b id. 
" I would l ike to assure the 
student body that the B O G has 
their best interests in m i n d , " said 
Marousis upon release of the 
proposal, " a n d realizes that they 
are above painting trash barrels as 
a way of celebrating the bicen-
tennia l . " 
The B O G fine arts committee 
had presented las t J u n e the 
following proposal, said Marousis, 
which would have cost $11,000, with 
the Co l l ege p a y i n g on ly two 
thousand dollars. The B O G would 
have paid $3500, and a federal 
grant w o u l d have p a i d the 
remaining $5,500. The College is 
presently al locat ing $2000 to the 
College's bicentennial committee 
for different projects. 
F o l l o w i n g i s the p r o g r a m 
released by the B O G : 
Theatre — The Boston Tea 
Par ty . 
M u s i c — M r s . M a r g a r e t 
MacArthut, folk singer, and Pau l 
H e r s h and P a u l Mon tgomery , 
ragt ime pianists. 
L i terature — A lecture by a New 
England cr i t i c . 
Entertainment — Ha l Holbrook 
in " M a r k Twain Tonight, " and a 
poetry r e a d i n g , w i th e i ther 
Arch iba ld MacLe i sh or Maxine 
K u m i n . 
History — Exhib i t and forum on 
the Narragansett Indians: Craft 
and Culture by the R.I. Histor ica l 
Society. 
Photography Exhib i t and Lec-
ture — H a r r y Cal lahan and Minor 
White with lecture by the curator 
of the Worcester Art Museum. 
Amer ican F i l m Series — B. 
Berkeley in 42 Street, C. Chapl in in 
The Great Dictator, R. F laher ty in 
Nanook of the North, I. F o r d in 
Grapes of Wrath, D.W. Gri f f i th in 
Way Down East , H . Hawks in The 
Big Sleep, A. Hitchcock's D ia l M 
For Murder , B. Keaton in The 
General , F . Lang in The B i g Heat, 
and O. Wells in Citizen Kane. 
Amer ican Artist in Residence — 
Red and M i m i Grooms, or Claes 
Oldenburg. 
Demonstrations — R.I. John-
nycake Soc ie ty , and the R. I . 
Square Dancing Society. 
Amer ican Crafts F a i r — A two-
day exhibition by craftsmen from 
the entire New Eng land area. 
Is Spring Arriving? 
Tunne l T r ip Ends Wi th Strange Music 
Cont. from P . 6 
exper iences be low, and 4.) 
determine the exact location of the 
morgue. 
So, with a l l m y gear packed and 
my goodbyes said, I descended into 
the uncharted depths. I could tel l 
right from the start that these were 
no ordinary tunnels (It was dark 
down there!) . I immediately made 
an important discovery: I had 
forgotten a flashlight, but any true 
tunnelman can get along without 
one. It was a hardship though, and 
in the darker stretches I had to 
resort to turning on the light 
switches on the walls. 
My first priority was to find the 
first expedition. This was a tough 
search, as there was absolutely no 
sight of them to be found. Oh, there 
were a few clues, such as a 
message I found scratched on a 
wall saying " B . F . and J R . passed 
this way December 1, 1975. No 
food, no water left." Beneath this 
was what seemed to be a wi l l . If so, 
some k id named Joe just inherited 
a portable TV. I just couldn't find 
them. 
I did find the morgue, however. 
It was by accident, though. I hadn't 
really been looking for it. There I 
had the fight of my life with three 
spiders and a daddy-long-legs. I 
got my supplies; I was lucky to get 
out with my life. 
A strange and frightening ex-
perience happened to me as I was 
looking for a way out I was trying 
to find a tunnel that would lead me 
to Fennel l or Dore Hal l -.>. i s 
exploring a branch th f . v. 
tremely dark and seemed tr , <i 
downhill. Suddenly I heard 'jua 
strange music . It seemed I ' ie some 
sort of chant from a black magic 
ceremony; there were several 
words that were repeated over and 
over again: " C o u l d this be the 
magic at last . . . " 
<Editor's note: This message 
was found fluttering around an 
airshaft in Fennell Hall. THE 
COWL is in the process of forming 
a third expedition to rescue the 
second expedition. The basic 
requirement is experience in 
dealing with spiders. Volunteers 
may leave their names at THE 
COWL office.) 
T i r e d o f tmc s*\ne ou> pohp? 
LOOKING* F O * AN O F F 
CAMPUS Room*? 
CONTACT : THE DtLi-oU CLUft 
GOOM 12,0 SLAVIN CENTER 
Sorcerer Cerel Sleights 
Student Spectators 
By Denise Rock 
"People can't laugh and reason 
out magic at the same t ime , " notes 
magic ian Lon S. Cerel ; thereby P C 
students were given an example of 
Cerel 's wizardry last Tuesday 
night in '64 Hal l 
In the first half of his show, Cerel 
displayed his sleight of hand feats 
along with demonstrations using 
scarves and l ive doves. He thri l led 
his audience by escaping from a 
straight jacket in less than sixty 
seconds, and, in a surprise ap-
pearance by Dr . M ike Speigler of 
the psycho logy depar tment , 
manifested the powers of his six-
foot guillotine. The spectacular of 
the evening, however, was Cerel 's 
most recent i l lusion: the zig-zag 
girl-cutting a g i r l into thirds. 
Later in the evening, Cerel 
presented a special demonstration 
of E .S .P . with tests of c lair-
voyance. His program included 
r e c i t i n g r a n d o m names f rom 
phonebooks, reading minds, and 
identifying objects in sealed en-
velopes. 
A l l in a l l , Cerel 's "Even ing of 
M a g i c " was a truly enjoyable 
experience, and proof that, even 
close up, the hand looks faster than 
the eye. 
Need RESUMES or 
Business Cards? 
MAGIC COPY HOUSE 
1862 Mineral Spring Ave. 
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P C Becomes 
Promoter's Delight 
Coach 'Constantly Mov ing ' 
Cont. from P . 1 
available. Also, the promoter is 
able f inancial ly to back a show 
which the school could not afford. 
Another way to back a concert, 
explained Banzini , is to have both 
the school and the promoter put up 
50 per cent each. Banzini said that 
this works for a number of reasons, 
one of which being " the student 
association has money in the show 
and they would be accountable and 
work harder . " Also, if the concert 
is not a success the school doesn't 
have to take the entire burden of 
the loss. 
Banzini felt that the friendships 
that evolve when booking for 
colleges are important and that is 
the reason why it works. " The 
outside agents," he said, "have to 
be tuned in to what the college 
wants. The situation at P C is good. 
Also, the audiences at P C are of a 
very high quality. It is a strong 
audience and acts w i l l do much 
better at P C than other colleges, 
and attendance is good, too." 
Cindy Marousis , president of the 
B O G , sa id the B O G is running 
smal ler concerts this year, due to 
the expense involved in running 
larger events. "We can't do with 
b ig c once r t s because the 
promoter 's a i m is to make money. 
The gym seats 3500, and in order to 
keep ticket prices down and make 
a profit, smal ler concerts are the 
most r a t i o n a l t h i n g . " The 
promoters also feel that it is easier 
to get smal ler acts because the 
bigger ones are more selective. 
Marousis also sa id that although 
they ca l l promoters from t ime to 
t ime, the promoters do ca l l P C 
when they have a show which w i l l 
be in Providence to ask if P C would 
be interested. "R i gh t now, P C is 
the most ideal place since The 
Pa lace is closed. "She does not feel 
that the incident last year in-
volving L inda Ronstadt affected 
future bi l l ings. 
Banzini sa id that the real reason 
Ranstadt cancelled her P C per-
formance was stated correct ly in 
the A p r i l 30, 1975 Cowl : she was 
going to start her tour in the 
Midwest rather than the North-
east. " F o r the t ime, place and 
p r i c e , " said Banz in i , " she was 
s imply not ava i lab le . " 
Banzini also sa id that had the act 
come to Providence, it would have 
gone to the Banz in i Brothers, 
because they had outbid everyone 
else. A reference to this was made 
in the A p r i l 30, 1975 Cowl when 
sources told a Providence lawyer, 
" the date is going to someone 
e lse. " 
A c c o r d i n g to B a n z i n i , the 
problem resulted from the release 
of publicity by P C before Ronstadt 
had definitely been booked for the 
campus. A major point, Banzini 
said, was that " a t no t ime was a 
bid on Ranstadt in Providence 
accepted by the New York agent" 
and if it had, it would have gone to 
the Banzini Brothers. 
He said, however, that P C was 
not "overanx ious" , a term used to 
describe them in the Cowl of A p r i l 
30. 
Marousis stated that for Spring 
Weekend this year, the B O G is 
planning two concerts, but she did 
not elaborate on the matter. 
Fr ia rs Elect 
New Off icers 
The F r i a r s Club elected their 
officers recently. They are B r i an 
B u r k e , p r e s i d en t ; C h a r l e n e 
Mor ley , vice president; J i m P a r k s , 
treasurer; Joyce Nero, secretary; 
and B i l l Concannon, sargeant-at-
arms i 
The club also held elections for 
new members from each class. 
Results are posted on the bullet in 
board in the lower level of S lav in 
Center. 
Cont. from P. 17 
got a nice building to play in, and 
we're a good l iberal arts school. 
"Two things are important We 
have to work where we are well 
known. That means the Eas t Coast. 
T V exposure is very important. 
We're on T V a total of 13 times this 
year, once on national television. 
And we have to be accessible. We 
must see a player often. Y o u have 
to show an interest. If you go after 
a k id in New Jersey and only see 
h im once or twice, he ' l l natural ly 
lean to Seton Ha l l or Rutgers, 
because they see h im play ten, 
maybe even 50 games throughout 
his career. 
"Washington is a good area, 
except that i t 's so close to other 
schools, l ike teams in the ACC . 
Down there, we're a bump on a log. 
Gol f 
Tourney 
The Athlet ic Board is sponsoring 
a Golf Tournament on Thursday, 
Apr i l 29 at 'Louisquisett ' in North 
Providence. There w i l l be a 25 
foursome l i m i t . T r oph i e s a n d 
prizes w i l l be given at an 'after 
party ' in the Navel . Registrat ion 
wi l l be held on Wednesday, A p r i l 
28, this is for one day only. P r i c e of 
this tournament w i l l be announced 
at a later date. 
The A t h l e t i c B o a r d i s a l so 
sponsoring a bowling tournament 
on F r iday , A p r i l 30. The site has 
yet to be announced. F i v e men 
teams w i l l be competing. 
T H E B O A R D O F G O V E R N O R S P R E S E N T S 
Discount Concert Tickets 




Veteran's Memorial Auditorium 
Seats: $5.50, $4.50, $3.50 
Good Stats Available in First 10 Rows 
B U Y NOW!!I 
THIS SHOW W I L L B E A S E L L O U T ! ! ! 
Our chances for recruit ing are 
much better around this a r e a . " 
Coaches are only allowed three 
"personal contact" visits with a 
prospective player by the N C A A . 
Usual ly, the assistant coach uses 
the first contact to get into the 
recruit 's home, and speak to his 
parents. If the player stays in-
terested in the school usually the 
head coach meets with h im and his 
family the second t ime, and used 
the third to " t ie up the dea l " . P C 
has at least one personal contact 
left with each of its recruits. 
Providence can't officially list 
the names of that are being ac-
tively recruited for next year. But 
it is more than possible that some 
talent could come from the F r i a r ' s 
"success areas" 
Connecticut is a good example 
Two Fr i a r s , Eason and Campbell , 
are from the Constitution State 
The New Haven area is probably 
the best for schoolboy talent, in-
cluding the high school Campbell 
a t tended , W i l bu r Cross In 
Massachusetts, the best bets are 
Boston Engl ish, Don Bosco, and 
Catholic Memoria l . In New York, 
Powe r M e m o r i a l ( M i s e v i c i u s ' 
school) reigns supreme. In Rhode 
I s l and , i t ' s L a S a l l e A c a d e m y 
(Hasse t t ' s schoo l ) . Meanwh i l e , 
everyone wi l l have to wait t i l l 
Sep tember a r r i v e s ; coaches , 
recruits, and parents included. 
J . I B E A R D , I N C 
f A L J R A N T 
Happy Hour 
Monday-Friday 4-6 p.m. 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
580 D O U G L A S A V E N U E 
P R O V I D E N C E 
831-9318 
WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED 
SOPHOMORES 
Responsibilities 
WANTED WANTED WANTED 
Who Are Looking for 
Opportunities _ 
Training in Management 
Career Alternatives 
And $100.00 Per Month 
During Your Junior & Senior Years? 
Try the: TWO-YEAR ROTC PROGRAM 
Contact: Department of Military Science 
Providence College 
Providence, Rhode Island 02918 
WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED 
865-2471 
WANTED 
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CAN THE PITCHING, OF HIKE CUDDY, HITTING OF 
BARRY SULUVAW. AND FIELDING OF STEVE" 
ALLIETTA, SEND THEA TO PLAYOFFS f 
P C Evens Record to 6-6; 
Maine Is Next Opponent 
By Gary Thurber 
The Providence College baseball 
F r i a rs won two out of three games 
to start the regular season, evening 
their overall record at 6-6. The 
Fr i a r nine split a twin bi l l at 
Bridgeport, on Saturday before 
posting an 8-1 victory Sunday over 
Iona Co l lege , behind another 
superb pitching performance by 
Mike O'Connell. 
The F r i a r s dropped the opener to 
Bridgeport, fall ing behind early 
and was unable to ra l ly to offset the 
deficit. M ike Cuddy made his first 
start of the year and didn't have it, 
yielding a pair of runs on two hits 
and five walks for two innings. 
Chris Supra hurled the rest of the 
way, allowing five runs on eight 
hits 
Bridgeport scored single runs in 
the second and third before putting 
it away with four tallies in the 
fourth The Fr ia rs ral l ied for three 
runs in the sixth, on R B I singles by 
John Schiffner and Bob Sheridan, 
but fell short in the end, 7-3. 
Both squads had their hitting 
togs on for Ihe second contest, with 
(he F r ia rs pounding out 20 hits to 
Bridgeport's 15 and triumphing in 
eight innings, 17-13 The Fr ia rs 
jumped out to a commanding lead 
but were jolted for nine runs in the 
last of the seventh. Only a superb 
'lefensive play by pitcher Dave 
Meyer with the bases loaded in the 
seventh prevented a P C defeat. 
Bridgeport brought their faithful 
to their feet with a st irr ing nine-run 
' ra l l y . Four runs were scored after 
two were about to tie the game and 
almost win it. F igure out single, 
single, single, fielder's choice, 
single, walk, single, out, walk, 
single, walk, single, single, and 
you have nine runs on eight hits, 
three P C pitchers and a 13-13 tie. 
With that nonsense out of the 
way, the Fr i a r s asserted them-
selves in the eighth with Joe 
M o r c o c c i o p roduc ing a game 
winning two run single, for the 
victory. 
Travel ing to Iona, the Fr ia rs 
continued their heavy hitting and 
coasted to an 8-1 win behind the 
eight hit c h u c k i n g of M i k e 
O'Connell. O'Connell completed his 
third game in as many starts, lifted 
his record to 3-0, walking four and 
fanning the same number. 
O'Connell lost his bid for a 
shutout by surrendering a home 
run. John Schiffner doubled in a 
pair as P C tall ied three more times 
in the ninth to make the final, 8-1. 
P C opens their home season with 
a cruc ia l contest against Maine on 
Fr iday afternoon at Hendricken 
field. They then go on the road 
again for a doubleheader Saturday 
versus. Boston College and a single 
game Sunday at Assumpt i on , 
before returning home for twin 
bills against U N H on Apr i l 15 and 
Northeastern on Apr i l 17. 
F r i a r Dust: Ray Romagnolo 
with seven hits over the weekend is 
the leading F r i a r batter at .571. Joe 
Marcocc i (.325), Steve Ail ietta 
(.310), Ph i l Sibiga (.291), Barry 
Sul l ivan (.285) follow...The 40 hits 
in the three games was only 12 less 
than the entire production for the 
nine-game southern trip bringing 
the team batting average from .191 
to .244...Senior Mike O'Connell's 
E R A is a sparkling 08 He hasn't 
lost a game in two years (3-0 this 
season, 3-0 last season) . . .The 
F r i a r s p layed the last two 
ballgames without the services of 
co-captain Bar ry Sull ivan who was 
injured. It is expected, however, 
that Barry wi l l be back in the 




Fol lowing are the chairpersons 
for the committees of Student 
Congress this year: B i l l Cupelo, 
academic research; E l l en Barnes, 
ways and means; V in Cipolla, 
ethics; Joe O'Nie l l , finance; R ich 
Cady, legislature; Patt i Davis, life 
styles; F rank Vollero, security 
parking; and Joe O'Niel l and 
Nancy Cullota, faculty survey. 
There are three committees 
which non-Congress members can 
jo in : life styles, faculty survey, 
and academic research. For more 
information, cal l the Congress 
Office at 865-2419. 
E LKCRI 
© UmTravel Charters 
C O M I Ml'OK \l<1 \K I Is I s I'RI M \ I s 
| A Z T E C T W O S T E P | 
I 3 . f v l 4f 
8 P . M . 
W I T H S P E C I A L G U E S T S 
The Pousette-Dart Band 
Thursday Night, Apr i l 15,1976 
V E T E R A N S M E M O R I A L A U D I T O R I U M 
A l l Seats Reserved: $4.50 & |5.50 
T I C K E T O U T L E T S : Beacon Shop, l.add's, Midland Record Stores, 
Bovi's, Music Box Stores, Providence College, Bryant College, 
Cellar Sounds (URI), and the Brown Student Union. 
Tickets available at the Box Office on the day of the show. 




on the Corporation 
// You've Got the Time, 
Steve's Got the Voice. 






J U N E 28 T O A U G U S T 13, 1976. 
Earn up to 10 credits in only 
seven weeks at the U.N.H. campus 
in the seacoast region of New 
Hampshire. 
We offer undergraduate and 
graduate studies in German -
language instruction, politics, 
literature, and more. 
Financial aid is available. 
WRITE G E R M A N SUMMER SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
P.O. BOX 611, D U R H A M , NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824 ] 
CLEARANCE SALE 
DR. SCHOLL EXERCISE SANDALS 
$QOO 
regular $14.95 reduced to Q 
at the 
PC GIFT SHOP 
assorted colors available 
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THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
Social Committee Presents 
POLYNESIAN NIGHT 
ENTERTAINMENT WITH 
THE HAWAIIAN REVUE 
and 
DANCING BY W 
(THE HULA DANCER) 
* Foster's Australian Beer in 25 oz. Cans! 
* Mai Tais (Polynesian Rum Drinks)! 
* Tahitian Sunrise (Tequila)! 
Monday Night April 26 
Alumni Cafe 
8 p.m. 
Celebrate the Return from Easter Vacation 
T O T H E P R O V I D E N C E C O L L E G E C O M M U N I T Y — 
Beginning April 15, all unsold second semester textbooks will be returned 
to the publisher. Because of the returns problem with a number of publishers, and 
the additional unnecessary cost of unreturnable texts because of edition changes, 
the Bookstore is forced to start book returns earlier than the usual deadline of 
May 15. 
If you need a required textbook, please pick it up within the next few 
weeks — IT MAY NOT BE ON THE SHELF AFTER APRIL 15. 
Postage will be charged on any book which must be re-ordered after 
returns have been made. 
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Independence Comm. 
Suggests Act ion 
Continued from Page 2 
There were also sections of the 
report dealing with advantages 
and disadvantages in starting an 
independent newspaper, and a 
brief history of The Cowl in the last 
six years. The latter part was 
inc luded to unde r s tand the 
" e v o l u t i o n " of the cur r en t 




Continued from Page 5 
actually) of being identified as a 
" l u n a t i c . " Scholasticists may have 
problems with Tarot, but you know 
what I mean. 
Bob Trudeau 
(Editor 's Note: Take note Mr. 
Trudeau. Mr. Kennedy's letter 
appeared in the March 31 issue of 
THE COWL. The " l u n a t i c s " came 
out the /oliowing day). 
f 
Commi t t e e members were 
S i l v e s t r i , Shea , F o r t i n and 
Doherty, D r . Robert Trudeau of 
the polit ical science department, 
and Father John McMahon, O.P., 
the pape r ' s cu r r en t adv i so r . 
Father McMahon was invited to 
join the committee due to his post 




A l l intramural games scheduled 
for Monday were postponed to 
Fr iday of this week, out of respect 
for the memory of Stephen Proulx. 
Games have been rescheduled for 





• 2 oz. Jose C u e r v o Tequila 
• J u i c e f rom one l i m e (or 2 tbsp.) 
• 1 tsp. sugar 
• 2 dashes orange bitters 
• W h i t e of one egg 
• A glass is quite h e l p f u l , too. 
JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA 80 PROOF. 
IMPORTF.n AND BOTTLED BY (D1975. HEUBLE1N. INC . HARTFORD. CONN. 
PC Schedules Concert, 
Congressional Forum 
Continued from Page 2 
Dorms to Duel Soon 
The Class of 1978 and the 
Resident Board wi l l sponsor the 
Battle of the Dorms on May 1 at 
Raymond Fie ld . 
The events wi l l be sack races, 
three- legged races , water 
br igades , obstac le courses , 
shopping cart relay, a tug of war, 
and finally a drinking contest. 
Refreshments wi l l be available, 
and the winning dorm wi l l be 
awarded a plaque. Fo r further 
information, contact the dorm 
presidents. In the event of rain, the 
battle w i l l be held the following 
day. 
Horror Rehearsals 
The play, Lur id Tales of the 
Supernatural, which wi l l be played 
in the F r i a r ' s Cel l from May 5-9, 
wi l l be in rehearsal. Fo r more 
information, contact the theater 
arts department. 
Mixer Fr iday 
The New Haven Club and W D O M 
are sponsoring a Beer and Ale 
Night this Fr iday night, Apr i l 9, 
from 8-12 p.m. Free beer and ale 
wi l l be distributed from 8-8:45 p.m 
The event is being held to help 
ce lebrate W D O M ' s tenth an-
niversary, and to help maintain the 
foster child adopted by the New 
Haven Club. 
Music Concert Scheduled 
A Spring Concert, featuring the 
Providence College Chorus and the 
P C Wood Ensemble, wi l l be held on 
Sunday, Apr i l 11, at 8 p.m. in Slavin 
Center's '64 Hal l . 
The chorus, directed by Lucien 
O l i v e r , w i l l pe r f o rm " T h e 
Requiem of Gabrie l F a u r e " with 
soloists Helen Criss, soprano, and 
Kenneth Clauser, baritone. The 
wind ensemble, directed by John J . 
Swoboda, wi l l perform a variety of 
selections 
Organizational Meeting 
The Rhode Island Publ ic Interest 
Research Group i R I P I R G i and the 
Ecology Club wi l l be having a 
meeting for interested students in 
Room 213, Slavin Center 6n Thurs-
day, Apr i l 8. 
Forum Scheduled 
The P rov i d ence Col lege 
Democratic Club wi l l present a 
forum of candidates for the Second 
District Congressional Seat this 
Sunday, Apr i l 11, in '64 Hal l at 2 
p..m. 
Among those participating wi l l 
be incumbent Representa t i ve 
E d w a r d B e a r d ; State Senator 
James F l ynn ; Eugene McCaffery, 
mayor of Warwick; State Senator 
Louis Pastore; and Mart in Byrne. 
The Club wi l l also be sponsoring 
a speech by Paul Goulding, can-
didate for U.S. Senate on Apr i l 8. 
The speech wi l l be held at 1:30 
p.m., and free beer wi l l be served. 
Historians Hassle Over 
Bicentennial 
sponsor a symposium entitled,. " A 
Bicentennial Debate: Whose 200th 
Bi r thday?" Tuesday, Apr i l 13, at 8 
p.m. in '64 Hal l . Participants are 
Walter Mullen, Patr ick Conley, 
Fa the r Corne l ius Fos ter , and 






They've got a long way to 
go. In a world that isn't easy. 
But with omeone's help, 
they'll make it. What they need 
is a friend. Someone to act as 
conficant and guide. Perhaps, 
it could be you as a Salesian 
Priest or Brother. 
The Salesians of St. John 
Bosco were founded in 1859 to 
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed 
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been — and 
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young-
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy 
task but one which we welcome. 
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of 
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion 
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're 
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men. 
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help 
the young in a wide range of endeavor... as guidance counsel-
ors technical and academic teachers, as coaches, 
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps ... as mission-
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to 
achieve your aims. 
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest 
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family 
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our snort-
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be 
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest. 
For more Information about Salesian Priests and 
Brothers, mail this coupon to: 
Father Joseph, 8.D.B. Room B-ttZ 
Salesians OF ST. JOHN BOSCO Filors Lane, West Haverstraw. NY. 10993 
I am interested in the Priesthood • Brotherhood Q 
. * 9 » _ 
Street Addreea. 
Clty_ . State. . Z i p -
College Attending. 
1MPORTKI i AND UtJ I I L t U bT ^ l ¥ / 3 . H t U B L , r i l l ^ . i i > i . . n « r * i r w r * i - ' . * ~ 
9. 
^ Class of . — J 
•3SXWKXM*.xm.;w<xmx*t* as*.mr 1 
I 
BATTLE OF T H E DORMS 
Sponsored by the Class of 78 in conjunction with the PC Resident Board 
May 1,1976 1 p.m. 
Raymond Field 
(Some events will be held throughout the campus.) 
More Details in Coming Weeks!!!!! 
• Award will be given for "Dorm of the Year" !!!!! 
i 
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Was the Feature Fight a Fiasco? 
By Paul Szemanczky 
A few minutes wait for the last 
two fighters to appear for Wed-
nesday ' s M u s c u l a r Dys t r ophy 
Tournament wi l l be remembered 
as undeserving. 
When senior John " M a d D o g " 
Tyt la and junior Tom " S p i k e " 
Pa l amara cl imbed through the 
ropes and into the r ing to fight each 
other, the crowd cheered briskly. 
At the f inal bell of the last round, 
the same crowd returned slow 
applause mixed with booing. 
Tyt la weighing in at 218 pounds 
and Pa l amara (210 pounds), the 
heavy-weights of the tournament, 
appeared to be we l l - qua l i f i ed 
fighters based on their sheer size 
and strength alone. 
Tytla 's comment an hour or two 
before the match that his face 
wouldn't be good enough for a 
Frankenstein movie once the fight 
was through was his own c l a im . 
The tough-man reputations of the 
two opponents would follow them 
until the sound of the first bel l . In 
the next ten m inu t e s , those 
reputations, and not their owners, 
were made something less than 
what they had been. 
The crowd's reaction formed in 
the first round when both boxers 
cl inched and broke apart several 
times. Pa l amara missed a Tyt la 
jab, and then fired several of his 
own. Suddenly Tyt la moved in 
head-first, blocking blows and 
rushing to meet Pa l amara . They 
collided in a fury of high trajectory 
punches, flashing l ike axes in the 
d im lights. The referee shyly 
separated the two fighters. 
Tyt la tried to sidestep a sneak 
punch to Pa lamara , but he saw 
through it and landed his right 
square into T y t l a ' s s t o m a c h . 
P a l a m a r a s t r e t ched for m o r e 
chances and missed them as he 
coll ided with Tyt la, and they 
locked arms in a struggle to push 
and punch one another clear out of 
the r ing. There wasn't a bit of 
crawl space between Tyt la 's back 
and Pa lamara ' s chest as their free 
arms swung to find vi tal regions. 
There were few openings. The 
fighters could only sense where 
they might be. 
In their corners, sipping and 
spitting after that first round, they 
regained composure. There was 
little bobbing up and down of the 
knees l ike the dry-fire starts of cold 
piston engines in these two boxers. 
One fighter stared momentar i ly 
into the crowd, his Adam's apple 
protruded. They seemd l ike the two 
students we knew unti l the bell-
man brought them to their feet, 
and they met defiantly in the 
middle. 
Two extremely tough forces 
whipped up and slowed down their 
punches when the referee cal led to 
in t e r rup t and to ld t h em to 
separate. Tyt la and P a l a m a r a 
s ome t imes appea red to the 
unknowing of the fact that they 
were joined. "Qui t that k ind of 
stuff," a spectator shouted behind 
the press box. They seemed totally 
engrossed in the idea of destroying 
the other guy by loosening a l l the 
valves of their hidden energies. 
This wasn't the refined boxing 
battle the spectators had stored in 
their dreams; what it became was 
quite a picture of hand-to-hand 
comba t c a p t u r e d in a r a r e 
moment. 
The second round indicated that 
both figures had a sense of 
vulnerabi l i ty of their own faces. 
l i f t 
There was no possibility of face 
shots when they were clinched 
T y t l a and P a l a m a r a drove 
themselves off one side of ropes 
into another above the broad-
cas t e r ' s tab le , c on t inu ing to 
release the fury that was more 
than their gloves could handle 
Tytla 's eyes blinked off the per-
spiration as he looked up to find the 
referee in the way again 
In the third round it might be 
sensed that there were no 
v i l i f i c a t i ons to revenge, no 
disconcerting cruelty deep inside 
their souls. There wasn't an A l i -
F r a z i e r mys t i que in f i ght ing 
friend-against friend. However, 
Tyt la and Pa l amara continued the 
process of decay by allowing more 
freedom to their natural instincts 
They cl inched and fought without 
l imits, in their natural styles. 
Tytla smacked this free glove 
into Pa lamara ' s kidney. Pa l amara 
leaned to Tyt la to conceal that area 
and then pounded right crosses into 
T y t l a ' s s ide and back . The 
chagrining referee tugged at their 
crossed arms in a final desire to 
find professionalism. The power 
struggle though was over. 
*1 
Care to dance? 
Don't mind If I do. 
Continued from Page 18 
immediately. Magee toyed with 
him as the second round started 
and Conway was forced to take a 
standing eight count. In the third 
round, Magee had Conway against 
the ropes but chose to back away. 
Magee was easily the classiest 
boxer of the night. 
The finale was a meeting of the 
heavyweights; John " M a d D o g " 
Providence Pug i l i sm Packs Punch 
Tyt la and Tom " S p i k e " Pa l amara . 
The stars of the card kept everyone 
waiting as the crowd went into a 
rhythmic chant for the boxers. As 
the fight started Pa l amara threw 
everything but a bone at " M a d 
Dog . " Although he connected with 
a few glancing blows, Pa l amara 
was unab le to l a n d a n y t h i n g 
heavyduty. In the second round, 
mostly body punches were thrown. 
The third bel l found most of the 
action on the ropes. Tyt la was able 
to open a cut on " S p i k e ' s " nose but 
again it was Pa l amara who landed 
several good blows. Although the 
bout turned into a pushing match 
the fans seemed to enjoy it . 
" I was lucky to l as t , " said a tired 
Tom Pa l amara afterwards. "We 
threw a lot of combinations and I 
got real ly t ired in that first round. 
" I real ly appreciated the turnout 
and I was happy I could do 
something for such a good cause. " 
" They should put boxing back 
into New E n g l a n d c o l l e g e s , " 
commented Lagor. "The Midwest 
st i l l has it and they find it to be 
quite a confidence builder. People 
are under the impression that a lot 
of injuries occur in boxing. 
"However, when it is properly 
supervised there are less injuries 
than any other contact sport, in-
c l u d i n g b a s k e t b a l l . B o x i n g is 
unique. When you lose, you can't 
blame a teammate, the sun, or the 
course . Y o u can only b l ame 
yourself. But when you win, the 
glory is a l l yours . " 
After a long absence, for better 
or worse, boxing returned to 
Providence. The interest does exist 
and maybe bringing boxing back to 
P C isn't such an outlandish idea. 
I Photo by Mike DeUnej 
David Gauthier. a freshman biology major from Aughnel. Mass., woo the engineering department's bridge 
ulldbig contest last Wednesday In the Slavin Center. Here, Stephen Mecca watches another bridge collapse 
ider pressure. Gauthier's bridge sustained force of 9.0 pounds. He won an electric calculator for his efforts. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
April 
S at Bryant 
12 Stonehill 
IS U.R.I. 
26 at Holy Cross 
SOFTBALL 
April 
I at Bryant 
10 at A.I.e. 




8 at Connecticut 
? at Boston College 
13 Clarke 
24 Dean Junior College 
27 Brown 
M E N ' S GOLF 
April 
8 Assumption and A.I.C. 
13 Bentley and W.P.I. 
14 at Lowell Tech and St. An 
selms 
15 Central Connecticut 
20 at Salem State, Merrimac and 
Bryant 
23 at Amherst and Boston 
College 
26 Brown and U.R.I. 
27 Connecticut 






10 at Boston College Relays 
17 at Massachusetts 
B A S E B A L L 
April 
1 Maine 
(I) 10 at Boston College 
11 at Assumption 
(1) IS New Hampshire 
17 Northeastern (1) 
20 at Connecticut 
24 at Holy Cross 
<Z) 25 Stonehill 
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Sports 
Desk 
Poetry, Brothers, Frosh Preva i l : 
C 3 O O O O O O 
O O C 3 o o o o 
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Cagers Eyeing 
Top Phenom 
By John O'Hare 
In Texas, they ca l l it the second 
season. To the 200 or so "b lue 
ch ippers " around the country, it 's 
a constant routine of dinners, tr ips, 
and ult imate decisions. But for P C 
ass i s t an t hoop c oach , N i c k 
M a c a r c h u c k , r e c r u i t i n g is a 
fulltime job. 
And these days, Macarchuck is a 
harr ied man. Among members of 
the college coaching fraternity, the 
months of Ma r ch and A p r i l are the 
height of the "busy season." It's 
the time when schoolboys from 
across the land showcase their 
hoop ski l ls in area all-star teams. 
The most prestigious are in the 
Mecca of high school roundball . 
New York and Pittsburgh, at the 
Dapper Dan Classic. Macarchuck 
and head coach Dave Gavitt were 
at the Dapper Dan last week 
checking out some of the best high 
school talent on the Eas t Coast. 
" E v e r y day, Monday through 
Fr iday , I go see someone p lay , " 
said Macarchuck. " I f I go on a tr ip 
to Ph i l l y I see as many players as I 
possibly can. I watch practices, 
games, everything. I 'm constantly 
moving or else I'm on the phone 
recruit ing from my office." 
It a l l adds up to days upon days 
of v i ew ing game f i l m s and 
mountains of stat sheets in search 
of that one k id who can make your 
school a winner. That phenom who 
skins his knees on the rim, cans 25 
foot jumpers with ease, and l ike 
the old saw goes, "has more moves 
than a bottle of E x - L a x " . It means 
l iv ing a travel ing salesman type of 
ex is tence as the o f f i c i a l 
r ep resen ta t i v e of P r o v i d e n c e 
College. 
See ing p l aye r a f ter p l aye r , 
isolating the good ones, meeting 
h is paren ts , h is coach , h i s 
girl friend, other college coaches, 
and finally, if everything works out 
perfectly, selling h im a four-year 
package to your school. 
This year's phi-nom? His name is 
Sylvester " S l y " Wi l l iams a 6-7 
center from Lee High School in 
Connecticut. Sly averaged 31.3 
points, 22 rebounds and four assists 
per game this season. Wi l l iams led 
his team to its first Distr ic t title 
ever, and finished his career with 
2,453 points and 1,122 rebounds, 
both school records. 
"We've narrowed down our list 
to a workable number of not more 
than 30 bal lp layers , " comments 
Macarchuck. "The list could start 
as high as 150. F r o m there, we 
work down; a regular process of 
el imination. Some players don't 
l ike us. Some kids we don't l ike. 
Academical ly , the player might 
not be able to make the mandatory 
" C " rul ing set up by the NCAA . 
Some players are already com-
mitted to schools by now. 
" E v e r y year there are some 
great players. But quantity is a 
problem. Some years you have 
more guards and no forwards or 
v ice versa. What we need is a 
rebounder, either a forward or a 
center. (Hello again, Sly) . We also 
need more stabil iz ing in the back-
court-guard help. A good guard, an 
exceptional leader, might have 
steadied us down. " 
As it stands now, the N C A A 
allows for 15 players on full 
scholarship. Providence currently 
has s i x fu l l -boaters . (Hasset t , 
Cooper , C a m p b e l l , E a s o n , 
Misevic ius, and Frye. ) And for all 
their canvassing up and down the 
Eas t Coast, the F r i a r s w i l l take on 
five freshmen for next season. 
Meanwhile, other institutes of 
higher learning almost ref i l l their 
rosters every season with a new 
batch of frosh or junior college 
players. 
" W e don't want to over-recruit , " 
Macarchuck explained. "A f ter a l l , 
you can only play five at a t ime and 
maybe eight or nine during a 
game. Suppose you have 15 players 
on scholarship. There's going to be 
some high school A l l -Amer icans on 
the bench and trouble wi l l resul t . " 
So, P C ' s recruit ing policies differ 
from a Tennessee or a San 
Franc isco , where the rosters are 
jammed. Therefore the approach 
is more selective, f i l l ing certain 
areas not just as many jerseys as 
possible. P C doesn't operate under 
the letter of intent policy either, 
and consequently the school never 
knows if a player has decided on 
Providence until September. 
The r e c r u i t i n g p i t ch fol lows 
these basic guidelines, according 
to Macarchuck. "We mention that 
P r o v i d e n c e is a s m a l l New 
Eng land college with a great 
basketball tradition. There are 
more pros from here than any 
other school except U C L A . We've 
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I -M Hoop Season Ends 
By A l Palladlno, 
Mark Winters, 
and Mike Callahan 
The hoop season may have ended 
for the F r i a r s with the NTT, but 
basketball is st i l l very much the 
spor t at P r o v i d ence . In i n -
tramurals , three new roundball 
champions were crowned. Hard 
Core Poetry took the Men's " A " 
League title. The Brothers won the 
" B " crown, and the Fight ing Frosh 
pounded their way to victorv in the 
Women's Div is ion. 
" A " League Hoop : Tom 
Gasta l l ' s 18 points were enough to 
edge the Schvernie Doogers, 53-49. 
Gas ta l l and John Sweeney had 12 
and 11 points to give Poetry a 29-24 
lead at intermission. The Doogers 
ra l l i ed in the second half and 
pulled to within three, 35-32, but a 
G a s t a l l ten-footer pushed the 
marg in back to five. 
Kev in Foley 's 16 second half 
point outburst seemed to inspire 
the Doogers and with 3:50 left, only 
one point s epara t ed the two 
squads. However, once again it 
was Gasta l l , this t ime with a jump 
shot, and H a r d Core Poe t ry 
reigned supreme. 
'Round the R i m and in. 
" I t was a tough game," com-
mented the "wel l -versed" Gastal l . 
"They ' re a good team and I 'm just 
glad we won. " Defeat must have 
been hard to take for the Doogers 
coach, a little guy named Bello, 
who was a pretty fair player 
himself last season. 
" B " League Hoop: The 
B ro the r s , l ed by a tenacious 
defense and good ballhandling, 
defeated the Average White Team, 
41-37. The game was marked by 
tough defense and rough play, 
wh i ch was re f l ec ted on the 
scoreboard. The Brothers were 
paced by John Sandi's 10 points 
followed by Dereck Gowie and 
Satch Carrington with nine and 
eight points respectively. 
B ro the r s cap ta in , K e i t h 
D i c k i n s o n , c i t ed the squad 's 
shooting edge and superior defense 
as the main factors of the victory. 
Women 's Hoop : The Wingo 
M & M ' s , l ed by M a r y Tuf f le , 
convincingly defeated the Fighting 
Frosh, 26-9. The M & M ' s totally 
outplayed the Frosh in every 
aspect of the game as evident by 
the final score. Referees for a l l 
three games were Jeff Sweeney, 
Kev in Hayes, and Craig Stockel. 
B C Crushes Men's Tennis 
By A l Pal ladino 
Open ing day for the P C 
R a c k e t e e r s was not a very 
memorable experience. The F r i a r s 
were thoroughly trounced by arch 
rival Boston College, 8-1. 
P C ' s only win came from the 
freshman duo of Chris McNe i l and 
Ne i l O'Hurley. At third doubles, 
M c N e i l and O ' H u r l e y p layed 
a lso p l ayed second doubles 
together and again lost. 
F i r s t doubles were played by 
juniors A l Jacobs and Ken Smith. 
P C ' s best doubles teams had a 
consistent tennis and won by 
identical 6-2 scores. 
O'Hurley played strong tennis a l l 
day long. He narrowly lost while 
playing sixth singles, 2-6, 7-5, 4-6. 
P C was lackluster otherwise. The 
Mal loy brothers, Kev in and Gary, 
lost third and fourth singles. They 
tough time keeping the ball within 
the white lines and defeated rather 
easily, 2-6, 1-6. Greg Martino 
faltered playing first singles and 
number-two man, Lou Giardino, 
put up a token defense while losing 
1-6, 1-6. 
Maybe the loss can be attributed 
to opening day jitters. But if the 
Black and White hope to do well 
this year, they must gain some 
poise in a hurry. 
Kev in Mal loy places a backhand down the line. The Fr iars lost handily. 
Lady Friars Tennis 
Team Crushes Clark 
—Br ie f s— 
Senior-Faculty Game 
On Tuesday, A p r i l 13, the faculty 
wil l play the seniors for the benefit 
of Meeting Street School. The 
school is a local institution which, 
works w i th m u l t i - h a n d i c a p p e d 
children. 
The faculty consists of teachers 
from eight different departments. 
They a r e : Steve Schu l t z , 
mathematics; Diane Pr i t chard , 
computer science; John Pr imeau , 
language; M a r k Hyde, polit ical 
science; John Colby, psychology; 
J u d i t h P a r k e r , m o d e r n 
languages; Gerry Gorman, special 
ed.; Ray Gorman, business; J i m 
Bel l iveau, chemistry ; D ick Noel, 
economics; and Captains Michae l 
No r t on , A l Bea t on and J i m 
Corre ia , a l l of ROTC. 
Coordinating the faculty team 
are Di l l on Club members Len Reo 
and Char l i e McWeeney. 
The students chosen to play 
represent a l l the major student 
o r gan i za t i ons . They a r e D a v e 
C a m e r a , f o rmer D i l l o n C lub 
p res iden t , C i n d y K r a n i c h , 
treasurer of the athletic board; 
J i m McCarthy , former Student 
Congress p res iden t ; Steve 
Si lvestr i , former managing editor 
of The Cowl and a member of the 
'76 Commencement Committee; 
Pat Muldoon, president of the 
F r i a r s C l u b ; J a n M a y e r , 
educa t i ona l p r o g r a m m e r of 
W D O M ; Connie Vei l leux, an R A . 
and member of the women's 
basketball team; Ray Galipault, 
the B O G ' s s oc i a l commi t t e e 
chairperson; B i l l Granato, former 
president of the Football Club, 
Gary Garvey, former treasurer of 
the Di l lon Club; Cra ig Stockel, an 
R.A. ; and Joe Zito, renowned Cowl 
columnist and Veritas staffer. 
Roger Clapper of the Rathskel lar 
and E d C imin i , former Cowl editor, 
are coaching the students. 
The game begins at 8 p.m. and 
w i l l be followed by a party 
featuring No Ex i t . Admission is 
one dollar. 
The P C Lady Fr ia rs delivered a 
c r u s h i n g defeat Sa turday af-
ternoon to the netwomen of Clark 
University by winning 6 out of 7 
matches played. Despite the strong 
winds that blew throughout the 
a f ternoon, the L a d y F r i a r s 
overpowered their opponents. 
F i r s t singles were easily taken 
by L isa DeLouise 6-2, 6-2, and her 
teammate Nancy O'Hara, captain 
of this year's squad, followed suit 
by defeating Clark 's second seed, 
6-4, 6-1. 
Mon ique Dro l e t and Debbie 
Noviello in their respective fourth 
and fifth singles positions also 
defeated their opponents by scores 
of 3-6, 6-3, 6-1, and 6-1, 6-4. 
The Lady Fr ia rs doubles teams 
also cashed in on big wins. L inda 
Byrne and Maureen Ba i l i ' om 
bined their efforts to outlasi Jlarl , 
1-6, 6-3, 6-4. Sue Sarcione and 
Tr i c ia Bruno also wc t rhe 
only loss of the day .. ,d 
when th i rd s ingles M . eth 
Kielbasa was defeated, 4-C, -6. 
L isa Connolly, the coac'i of the 
Lady Fr ia rs , was pleased with the 
outcome of the day and ter.ned it a 
"satisfying v ic tory . " The Lady 
F r i a r s , confident after the i r 
opening win, are optimistic about 
their upcoming matches. 
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Fistic Furor Invades P C 
'When Y o u Lose, Y o u Can ' t B lame a Teammate, the Sun , or the Course. 
By Al Palladino 
"It 's too bad that boxing isn't a 
permanent thing at PC . It was 
really a good show and everyone 
seemed to enjoy themselves." 
Those were the words of Referee 
C h a r l i e L a g o r fo l l ow ing P C ' s 
version of " A Night at the F i gh t s " 
Wednesday night at A lumni Ha l l . 
Three hundred and seventy-five 
watched as 16 young men tried to 
fight their way to boxing fame and 
glory. None ready succeeded but 




By Joan Healey 
Kay MacDonald has resigned as 
the oach of the women's 
basket: .all team as of Apr i l 1, 1976. 
After compi l ing a 15-4 record this 
season, arid br inging the team to 
the E A I A W Regional Tournament 
she felt that " i t is time to move on 
to ether th ings . " 
A g radua t e of Ohio State 
University, MacDonald has been 
on the P C coaching staff for two 
years. She has coached women's 
field hockey, golf, Softball and 
basketball , which was her most 
successful endeavor. 
" I plan to pursue my graduate 
studies and receive my Master 's 
degree," MacDonald said. She 
declined to comment further. 
Helen Bert , director of women's 
a th l e t i c s has not named a 
r ep l a c emen t for the pos i t ion 
vacated by MacDonald . "To tell 
the truth, I haven't even thought 
about a new coach yet , " Mrs . Bert 
said. 
Dave Gavit t , Providence College 
athletic director, was unavailable 
for a comment on the situation 
The night's card started with 
Dean Palozej versus J i m Shell 
The fight was a definite mismatch 
from the beginning ti l l She l ls 
untimely end. Palozej, who had a 
twelve pound advantage, kept 
Sheil rubber legged from the 
opening bell. The first knockdown 
was registered by Palozej when a 
roundhouse right jolted Shell's 
chin. The fight was stopped in the 
second round and She i l was 
removed from the r ing in a com-
plete daze. It was to be the only 
time a l l night that a fight didn't 
last the required three rounds. 
The next fight featured quick-
ness against brute strength. Paul 
Walsh was the epitome of quick-
ness as Jeff McCle l land played the 
role of the strong man. Walsh was 
quite the dancer as he bobbed and 
weaved from McClel land's punch-
es throughout the first round. As 
the second round started, Walsh 
came out swinging. He tatooed 
McCle l land with some good up-
percuts and as the bell rang Walsh 
seemed in complete control. The 
third round showed two tired 
boxers as Walsh tried desperately 
for a K O . McCle l land landed a good 
left early and was able to hold on. 
Bout three was one of the biggest 
physical mismatches on the card. 
John Hannen had a six-inch height 
advantage over Bob Gray. Both 
fighters used a l l of the ring and the 
first round was relatively contact 
f ree. G r a y , us ing his height 
disadvantage to his advantage, be-
to work over Hannen's prominent 
midsection as the section ended. 
The third round was a l l Gray. He 
was the aggressor and dominated 
the rest of the way. 
The next fight featured south-
paws, Wayne E m a r d and Pau l 
Galietto. It was easily the best bout 
of the night. Both boxers gave the 
Fr iar Skaters Elect 
Ronnie, Burke Captains 
By John O'hare 
Ron Wilson and Br ian Burke are 
the new P C hockey captains for the 
1976-1977 season. The elections 
were held by team members after 
this season's finale versus B U and 
In f o rmat i on D i r e c t o r M i c h a e l 
T ranghese r e l eased the in -
formation exclusively to The Cowl 
last week. 
Both players were standouts in a 
disappointing 14-15-2 season, in 
which the F r i a r s failed to reach the 
E C A C playoffs. 
" I ' m pleased with the selection," 
sa id coach L o u L a m o r i e l l o . 
"There 's no question in my mind 
that both men are exce l lent 
leaders." 
Burke, a history major with a 4.0 
index, hails from Edina , M in -
nesota. He was a right winger on 
the checking line until this season, 
when ' • • % . ' a starting berth 
and s i U points. Burke was 
recently lected president of the 
Fr ia rs C j b 
"Burke has improved steadily 
since he was a freshman," noted 
Lamoriel lo. 
His marks and outside interests 
reflect Burke 's diversity He's also 
one of the most popular students at 
Providence. 
Fo r Wilson, the captain's post is 
mother step on the "glory r o a d " 
which has seen him become PC ' s 
leading trophy collector. 
An A l l -Amer ican last season, 
Ron returned from a stint with the 
O l y m p i c t e am , m i s s ed three 
games, and st i l l ranked among the 
E C A C scoring leaders with 65 
points. 
He shoots right, and starred on 
defense with Kev in Gaffney. This 
season, Wilson was named Words 
Unl imited '75 Athlete of the Year 
by virtue of establishing a new 
scoring standard for defensemen 
w i th 87 po ints . He owns 
P r o v i d e n c e ' s career s co r ing 
standards and is closing in on 
every major Eastern scoring total. 
Wilson was recently named New 
England's top defensemr :i and is a 
first team E C A C A l l Star. He is a 
Dean's list choice in economics and 
a true student-athlete. 
" R o n ' s s t a t i s t i c s speak for 
themselves," assessed Lamoriel lo. 
"I can't add m u c h . " 
With two leaders of this caliber, 
the F r i a r s can only improve in 
1976. 
Paul Galietto plants a left hook on Wayne Emard ' s head. 
Cowl Photo by Mike Ddiney 
crowd a good show displaying 
some good combinations early into 
the match. Halfway through the 
second round, blood made its first 
appearance of the night. A right 
jab by Galietto did the damage to 
E m a r d ' s nose. As blood rolled 
down E m a r d ' s cheek, he came to 
life in the third round. He stunned 
Galietto with a left hook and 
followed with s ix or seven con-
secutive punches to Galietto's head 
which kept h im on the defense the 
rest of the way. After the bout, 
E m a r d trotted off to a thundering 
ovation. 
"Those two southpaws were the 
best boxers of the night," com-
mented Lagor. "W i th three or four 
months work, they could be ex-
cellent boxers. " 
The next bout gave the crowd its 
most even battle. Todd Healy 
opposed Mike L ibby. Both fighters 
danced around the ring throughout 
the first round and not too many 
punches connected. The second 
round was a l l Libby. The six foot, 
152 pounder turned aggressor and 
was able to drive punches through 
H e a l y ' s gua rd , w i th apparent 
ease. In the third, Healy came out 
f ir ing. L ibby connected once but 
Healy responded well and was able 
to connect to the body as the match 
ended. 
The sixth fight had Pat Fa r r e l l 
facing Bob Nass. It had been 
F a r r e l l who organized the card and 
it was his idea to have no decisions. 
" T h i s is an exhibit ion," said 
F a r r e l l . " It is just a once a year 
thing and there is no reason for 
hard feelings. Remember, this is 
for Muscular Dystrophy, not for 
people to go into the ring and k i l l 
each other." 
The match opened very even as 
Far r e l l immediately showed his 
experience and quickness. In the 
second round, Fa r r e l l opened a cut 
on Nass' nose by connecting with a 
good combination. The Irishman 
had the better of it the rest of the 
way. Nass tried to ra l ly but had 
already punched himself out. 
Bout seven featured Pat Con-
way, a definite crowd pleaser, 
against Mike Magee, a golden 
glover from New Jersey. Magee 
showed an outstanding left jab as 
he opened a cut on Conway's nose 
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Runners B u r n W i th O lympic Hope 
By B i l l Foley and 
A lPa l l ad ino 
The Olympic torch begins to 
burn on Ju ly 17 and it is possible 
that three P C harr iers wi l l be 
wearing the Amer ican red, white 
and blue and the Irish green in 
Montreal . Junior Mick O'Shea and 
sophomore John T r eacy , both 
citizens of E i r e , plan to submit 
their best times for Olympic 
berths, as does Amer ican Stetson 
Arnold. 
Tryout procedures in Ireland are 
totally different than the system 
used in the United States. In 
Ireland, a runner submits his best 
t ime and the team is picked on that 
basis. In Amer i ca , runners submit 
their best t ime and a committee 
choses for t r i a l s i n Eugene , 
Oregon. The team is picked by 
taking the first three finishers in 
each event. 
" I need to run a 3:58 mile in 
order to qual i fy , " commented 
O'Shea. " M y personal best is 4:01 
but I have a l l season to lower the 
t ime . " 
Treacy 's chances are a lot 
steeper. He needs to run a 13:08 
three-mile to make the team. 
Treacy 's personal best is 13:40. In 
order to qualify, he ' l l have to 
improve at a steady rate. 
PC ' s other three miler , Stetson 
Arnold, plans to submit his best 
t ime to the United States Olympic 
Committee. His chances are also 
remote. He needs to cut over 30 
seconds off his personal best of 
13:40. 
The spring track season itself is 
just around the corner. P C opens 
its campaign -on Apr i l 10 at the 
Boston College Relays followed by 
a meet on Apr i l 17 at the University 
of Massachusetts. 
"The team looks good and we're 
ready, " commented Arnold. "We 
are really strong in the one and 
three miles, and we wi l l be com-
petitive in a l l the other distance 
events," he added. 
In the list of events, Peter 
Crooke, E d Hartnctt, and Treacy 
are PC ' s entries for the six-mile; 
Mick Byrne, Stetson Arnold, and 
Hartnett w i l l be competing in the 
three-mile); Captain Pat Rafferty, 
John Savoie, Byrne, and O'Shea 
wi l l be PC ' s one-mile competitors: 
and Chip Monday and E d Lussier 
wi l l contend in the medley relay. 
Cowl Ptioto by Mlk» DeUrwy 
PC Olympic hopefuls, from left to right. Stetson Arnold, Mick O'Shea1 and John Treacy. 
